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Housing Guide
Everyt:ldng JOU need to know about finclinl a
place to liw at :Eastern.
SECTION 8

y teacher is a senato
°'
........
+Sen. DaJ,e Bigh/er mirees his

politilxJJ resp<msibiJ,lles with
teoehing EasfBm
STAFF WRITER

Tbougb heated debate occurs in tbe
Illinois General Assembly, Righter
uttered these candid words in bis
American Government and Comtitution
clau to enliven bis anecdotal explanation
of a dull legal term.
It is in this casual fashion that Righter
makes the transition every 'lbursday
from newly elected state aenabJI' to ftratyear F.astem political science instructor.
"I'm not going to be some stuffy 1UY
who lectures out of the book and 'a sks to
be called 'Senatllr' and an that IPll'hale."
aald the Republican who was elected to
the - - tbis year to rep!eeent the Bil
dlllria that includes Q>les c.ounty.
nn.ecl in a cri8p buttm-down shirt,
plaid blam' and neatly pJ'lllld navy

slacks, Righter strolled into c+au
Hall Room 2210 with the
charisma oft associated with poHtfcatfteuree. A patriotic American flaa pJn
decorated his left lapel
But the senator's tone and den a

nveu-

were more chum-like than ...........

commenced class with dieo"lkm llllilltt
the Chicago Cubs' playoff llll
F.astem's Homecomiaa events.
"Now I have to sit in a convertible•
a beauty queen." be told the dml lllftr..
ring to bis role in the HollllCI••
Parade tor beina a recipient of 9
Distinguished Alumnus Award. "lll
tbrowin8 tbinpl"
SEE llHTH . . . . . . .

·on decision to
ade in January
thing? We're not...
It appears Eastem, lilre U of I
and Western Illinois University,
will exerdlle the format of the
'Jhltb md 'lllidon bDJ. The bill WU

....
-·-

receatly,.._rbythestate .......

It'll...

ture. It freelllel the tuition tor new

.,...,.

tbroufrbout

R-•IU

their faur

,_..

...

the bill tom ailp' c flPt, ..,_.
the pricm people ,.,·wry
penon to person.
Ealtem's tuitiml iaenlfd 9.S
percent tor talllllU,eboutaadditioaal $125 pm'
I r ltUdeots taking 15 cndit baun. Tiie
fUnda from tuitiaa ... eritiatl
becw• ............ moDeJ
bu been cut ovw the lilt J8E In
this Filcal Year 20M, whic:h bepn
July 1 and will end .Juae 30, 2004.
F.astern received an 8.2 percent or
$4.27 reduction in stale funds.
Enrollment. boosted by the
largest freshmen class at Eastern
ever, put the university OD pace to
almost make up the 8bd'e cuts from

a.

-Ir•

tuition.
- Southern Illinois University at
CarboodaJe alao recmtly propoaed
a 15.9 percent increase for new lbldents. which includes incominB
fnebmm and tnnlf• studem&
SEE TllTIH . . . . . . .

or of admissions
retire in July
llla:nent may haft crept up

1n.._

._.mph.

STUDEIT IEIATE

Three .members fail
to meet requirement
STUDENT IOVEHMUT REPORTER

bf8 ...,,...,.

'lbne Studmt Senate .members fllillld to
meet a divenity requirement du.
mts
aad were cloclred am -.te ableDce.

. "It lealrs out . . peaple

Nmcy Zeller. cbair for the .....,.
Div8nlty Amlin Committlle. said . . . . . . .
a lilt et divene eventa-=b Wiiie member

... in CJdraF and .............
Lane 'l\9cb. After ltlllb
illllJded Illiaail coOeae la

could . . . . .
"It's a part of what I have to do,n

Wolt .al - - bis wife.
and I me very .....,,.

~eclElllsn.

ZeflleJ'

said.
The Student s-te bylaws require memben 1D ltteDd at least one diftne event
-=la - - . . ' n - ...a em iDclade
Blmck stur:leN' Union ............. Pride meet

..........

Wt .... .,. wll1 at..,.
...... waif became

......... and . . . . 35 be

dlrecla ot admiMicm
in bis );Kllitm, Wolf IBid

PallDe.,....

tMt• ...
lmck trllllc an S.•llh 811..twhle Wlllllng far a demup cnw w.tr..llif nflfl
llllllrwlndlll.-ane_.ln._laaclwaylnflantd._ Ulll8clencee Bulldlng.Awlnd ....., . .
far . . . . . . . . nWlt. .......

.,..........,
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July, llld die ~
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Nature's road block
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Student teachers
.......ay have to test
,,..MUll

certificaticm, agrees with 1brbik.
"There are just too many tll8t8 to
take," be said
On the other band, Lauren
Lentine, a senior eJementary edu-

lfMF WRITER

cation nuQor, said the asse ssmmt
test is a good idea.
"It is a way to make sure ~
ers are prepared before they
teach," she said.
The CAA will also be cfun1ssi"8
and acting on revisions to the
University Waiver Nicy add the
HmJon ColJeae waiver Form.
CAA Chair Andrew Methven

said four academic colleps on
campus have a po&y that allow a
student to waive certain classes
due to scheduling conflicts.
Cumllltly, the Hmors ColJeae does
mtbaN dlltpaltar. Dll r file

,,....,.
-.111. ..ttllt..id=
''w1111ti.u

•

119 .................... .
'lblt CM wll . - • I p.m.
'1'luMllJ In B8lda Library
Oda:wwwRoam...O.

r attendance
eels poetry night
Several JJ1im4 that were to be
liven away during the event;

a

inch. . . . a DVD

llCD...,_. ...
from w.1-Ma.rt. di be~ until
tbe-evmt, she
'1'be event wouW line abow-

cased students performJng poetry, writings and other works,
while audience members acted
• j1Jd&ea, cfecjcti"8 who aot the
pmes, 1.egler previously said
"We bad people come and fA"
Zeller said of potential performers who saw the Jack of audience
members and decided to leave.
An additional spoken word
event is scheduled for the spriq
semester and will RO on a scheduled, Zegler said.
.

Committee Member Alicia

Robin8on said previously in an
interview with The Daily Eastern
News slle espected a high
turnout tor the event and "Jut
year the turnout was good and
the competition was great."

THE DAILY

Cut me some slack
lllhllng"""

Mn
and NII 8elllly (rlghQ, bolh al ~lder8on Elecbtc, pull lnlargrolnl ftbeF.opllc cable
8mt llde of LmlztDtlw Wllltllde of O'aten ~ aftltnootL lheftber.apllc cable . . be lmed •
baclcbane far tlw MW n9l\JCJrk an campua.

Student apologizes for racial sl

EASTERN NEWS

If Kiiiin Slmpler
. . . , In c:hllf ••••••••••..••.•• .Jamie Felty
......... adlDr ••••..•• .AMan c.n.quuto
......... . • • . • • • . • • . . . .John Ownbars
. - . . . . . . -...........Miii Melnhelt

.........................a.nErwln
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.......... ....,, •.•••..••..•llm Martin
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT EOITOll

A student who made a racial slur
to an African American teaching
assistant apologized before the
Student Senate Wednesday DilhtTbe student, who wished to
remain anonymous, told the lmlllllll
be W88 IOITY a racially tlllali8lliN
commmt be said was merbeard &y
'lU'finy Yates, but the comment
was not directed at Yates, but to a
friend in a" joking manner.
"What I said was ignorant, even
though it wasn't aimed at Ms.
Yates," the student said.
"Regardless of my intentions,
the word I used only inspires fear
and hatred, which disrupts a
diverse environment."
Senate Member Sean Anderson,
a friend of the student, advised bis
friend to speak before the senate to
help clear up confusion.
"I -thought it was the best idea
lor him and bis well-being to show
wlmt i. felt," Anderlon said. "It's
not in his 8ldUre to do ...........
like this."
The senate applauded the stu&al·fal" .• ~ Je·took durinl

the meeting.
'l\1vo senate bills were passed
unanimously Wednesday, which
asked for additiGDal allocations for
comedians and Legislative View
Books.
The senate appioved the purchase of 500 view boob, which
will be sent to state Iepdators and
aovemment offic:iaJs, senate member George Lesica said.
'lbe final cost for the books will
· be $741 instead of a previous price
quote of $1,741, Lesica said
The request to spend $2,000 on
two additional comedians during
the spring semester was approved
and given to the University Board
'1'be UB OHi spent the money bud-•
pted for the c:omectians on breakfut bars earlier this semester,
Lan'y ward, 8blclent vice president
for financial affairs, previously
said.
"We ..,alcln"t bold the students
accountable for them not budgetin& pnipedy," Ward said.
A _ . . l>iU ..... for $860 to
pay tac Olf-Ounpu Housing
Booldetl W8I approved after ...... a . . - 1
bylaws to . , the ~ for a week
1'1!'9~

..................
.......
._
..
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ege tuition jumps as states up budget cuts
Eastern. "Prices for commodities
and services, such as utilities, rise
every year. Thus, the cost of
tuition rises...
AB a result, :Eastern saw a 9.5
percent increase in tuition for the
2003-04 academic year, said Jone
Zieren, director of the financial aid
office at F.astem.
While the increase at Eastern is
not as high as the nationwide average of 14 percent, it is still a dr•
matic jump from the 4 percent
yearly increase Eastern is accustomed to seeing, according to the

em.

the combination of st.ate
coat increases, Eastern
million budaet cut this
," said Jim Shonkwiler,
of the Budget Office at

annual survey.
.
·
Compared to the rest of the fOUl'year public universities in Illinois,

Eastern falls somewhere in the
center relating to increases in
tuition and fees, Shonkwiler said.
"Eastern is right in the middle of
the pack as far as increases in

tuition are concerned," Shonkwiler

said "There are a number of
schools considerably hiaber,
including
Southern
Illinois
·University at Carbondale and
Edwardsville."
'lbition and fees at Eastern for

full-time students are approximately ~,149 for 2003-04, Compared to the price tag of $3,702 in
2002-03, according to a Student
Services financial aid brochure.
The nationwide average for tuition
and fees at public fOUl'-year colleges for the 2003-04 school year is

$4,694.
Along with the rising coat of
tuition, the annual survey bas also
found that grant aid for schools

across the nation bas increased to
its highest level ever. In fact, over
the past 10 years, grant aid bas
increased at a rate that surpasses

that of tuition prices at both private and public four-year colleges.
Thtal financial aid, including
loans, reached a record amount of
$105 billion in 2002-03, a ts percent increue over the $92 billion
awarded to students in the previous year.
Several types of aid are offered
to students who complete the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA), according to
Eastern'& Web site. These include
Federal Pell Grants, the Monetary
Award Program (MAP) and several types of Federal loans.
"AB the cost of tuition increases,
more and more students are turning to alternative loan programs,"
Zieren said "There also bas been
an increase in Federal PLUS
Loans, which parents of dependent students with a good credit

history are eligible to recel'te.11
Although the latest fiaurea . .
not available, Eastern is foUmring the trend of other 8Choala In
America, Zieren said. TM
amount of financing for Pell
Grants at Eastern 1'088 23 percent
from the 2000-01 to 2801..()2 .,...
demic year. That number II 8111n
expected to~ this year.
Records show of the 10,5.11 students enrolled in the fall _ . .
ter at Eastern during the 2001
school year, 78.3 percent
received some type of fimmclal
assistance, at an average of
$6,136 per student, according to
Zieren.
One thing is for sure, it II cer-tain that the cost of tuition will
once again rise next year and .,
will the amount of aid
received.

otr...a_.

e to bid Eastern
ell at month's end
J:astern's longest serv' who directs much
pus' building service
will retire at the
month.
e, director of facili1 and management, is
employee of Eastern.
her resignation, which
Nov. 1, was done
she made with her
when they married to
time they were 55.
affiliated with the
plant, will assume
vacancy on an interim
search committee bas
been ·formed, but
Lou Hencken said the
should have "close to
pie" and should begin
in January.
obligations, Strode
a large role in her
oted a lot of time out
I've enjoyed it thorStrode said, who mending time with her 10grandson.
y, the position will be
spring, Hencken says.
ident for Business
J~ff Cooley will oversee

the necessary people
groomed and involved

s.
we won't have an
ge," Strode said.

"I've devoted a lot of
time out here, but I've
enjoyed it tlwroughly."

................

~ . . . . . .ol . . . .

For example, Jim Nantz, aff"tliated with the physical plant, will
assume the media relations
responsibility Strode once held.
Hencken, a 37-year employee
at Eastern, remembers chatting
with Strode about draft windows
when be was a residence ball
director at J?ouglaa Hall.
·--rrnftttft-

......

9hr~ ~~ -~lie w

.,...~

"A couple of pe6p1e here coUld
have people sit in their place, but
Carol is one of those people we
can't replace," Hencken said.
Under Strode; progress toward
the revamped Doudna Fine Arts
Center took flight.
The building, which is scheduled for completion in fall 2005,
bas snagged in progress because
funding bas not been replaced by
the state.
On Wednesday, Hencken said
be believes funding for Doudna,
which bas to be released by Gov.
Rod Blagojevicb, is "high priority" and that the university will
bear something "real soon."
Strode said she will help with
the search process, if needed,
but that comes as no surprise.
"The thing I liked about her is
that when you ask her for something," Hencken said, "her first
words are 'let me see what we
can do.' And that means she's
looking to find a way to solve
these issues."
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The congregation is missing out

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
Edlblll bosd

Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor

John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor

Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
)feuternnewaOhotmaH.com

EDITORIAL

Poster
program not
necessary
The Student Senate University Development
and Recycling Committee is again reducing,
reusing and recycling, but this time in the cliched
proposal" of hanging posters throughout campus
to promote recycling.
The committee originally presented the idea
via a presentation to the Residence Hall
Association earlier this semester but concluded
posters are the optimum medium with which to
inform students.
''Posters hit more people," committee chair
Pastens to promote
Ryan Herdes said. It is
recyctJng awarenesa.
true posters are visible,
Our9flnct
Recycling is a worthy
but certainly no more
program, but Eastern
eye-catching than the
is already renown for
five-feet-tall, bright blue
it$ recycling
recycling bins clustered
programs and rucyin each residence hall
ding bins on campus
and in Greek Court.
ma ltlOgh to mm,
According to Herdes,
the posters will "~e students stop and think
about how much garbage they use" but how many
students are likely to read recycling posters when
other proverbial manifestos litter the walls of
nearly every building on campus?
The plan, according to Herdes, is to catch students in locations when they are standing in line
and are able to stop and read.
While the cost and distribution methods of the
posters have yet to be released, it begs the question whether Eastern needs an awareness program on campus.
Yes, there could, theoretically, be more awareness necessary, but Eastern already ranks highly
within the state in recycling and has been the
recipient of many recycling-related awards in the
past three years.
Eastern was awarded $9,258 for the expansion
of recycling from the Illinois Department of
Commerce and Community Affairs, Bureau of
Energy and Recycling in 2001 and received a
grant from the Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs in 2000.
In addition to the grant money received by the
university, Eastern has an impressive record in
regards to the amount recycled. As a result of
Eastern's recycling program, there were 374.42
tons of paper and cardboard recycled on campus
in 2001. The program also has saved 6,365 trees,
2,620,940 gallons of water, 22,465.2 kilowatt hours
of electricity, and 1,123.26 cubic yards of landfill
space, recycling coordinator Allan Rathe said in a
Sept. 2002 issue of The Daily Eastern News.
Increased recycling awareness is a plus, it
seems rather ironic to kill trees to create posters
to promote recycling that will themselves simply
be recycled,
.. .
The editorial is the majority Opinion af the
Dail Eastern News editorial board.

John Chambers
News editor and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily

Eastern News
Chambers also
is a senior
journalism major
He can be reached at
jcchant>ers820
holmail.oom

Discrimination is almost
always still just discrimination,
no matter how you package it.
The First Presbyterian Church
in Downer's Grove wrapped it
neatly in the form of recently firing their music director of 13
years because .of his sexual orientation.
At least that's where Eastern
alumnus Tudd Diehl laid the
blame.
Diehl, 43 and gay, said he felt
forced to leave his music position after refusing to practice
celibacy.
The Presbyterian church
wouldn't comment.
The church struck out in comparison to the strides other
denominations are taking toward
acceptance of ho(1losexuals.
The Episcopal Church
ordained its first openly gay
bishop two weeks ago, making
him the first to hold such a position in the world's major
Christian bodies.
The Presbyterians also don't
agree as a denomination.
John Besore, senior pastor
with the First Presbyterian
Church in Mattoon, said Diehl's
orientation shouldn't have been a
problem.
The denomination does not
allow "self-affirmed" homosexuals to serve in ordained positions,
.
a role Diehl wasn't in.
"This was not an ordained
J)osition," Besore said. "Th say
that you have to change to be on
the staff is narrow-minded."
Besore said Presbyterians are

"The Downer's Grove
church didn't choose to
ask Diehl to leave
because of his attitude,
his lack of compassion
or because he just
coul.dn't teach music."
not closed-minded. Even if the
Downer's Grove church wasn't
concerned with his homosexuality, but his chastity, they had no
right to pry into his personal life.
The church should have the
right as a private institution to
select various qualities it would
like to see in its employees, but
Besore said a situation like
Diehl's wouldn't happen under
bis watch.
If the Mattoon First
Presbyterian Church had a gay
music director, be could still play
piano on Sundays.
Besore said even if Diehl had
chosen to be celibate, it's an
issue that is difficult to prove.
"The music director just couldn't win," Besore said.
The Downer's Grove church
didn't choose to ask Diehl to
leave because of his attitude, his
lack of compassion or because he
just couldn't teach music.
The church didn't exercise its
right to choose who taught music
right away. It waited 13 years,

and did it because of orienta ·
By this time, Diehl had made
impression, taught music and
piano and brought members to
the suburban Chicago con
tion.
Once Diehl left, members ot
the congregation said they w
leaving too, according to an
Associated Press article last
month.
A lot of Christian religions
view the homosexual lifestyle
immoral, so "I appreciate its a
struggle for them,'' said Doug
Dibianco, music professor an4
faculty advisor for Pride,
Eastern's recognized student
organization focused on gay,
straight, bisexual and transg
der issues.
But, "he's been doing it fot
years so what's the problem?
Dibianco said.
Taking someone away from
institution they've been wor ·
at for years will leave a bole,
especially if those they leave
behind don't understand the
son they left.
If an Eastern instructor was
asked to leave, students would
left without someone that was
put in that position because of
what they had to offer. Stud
would be missing out.
It could never legally hap
Eastern, but students would be
devastated if it did, DiBianco
Now, some kid in Downer's
Grove doesn't have that ram· .
music instructor at a church
or she grew up attending. The
congregation is missing out.

......

YOUR TURN:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

God's relationship not confined to church
This letter is in response
to Eric Thornton's column
"Be concerned with living,
not religion" that appeared
in the Nov. 11 edition of The
Daily Eastern News.
As I read the column, I
was perplexed to see the
contradictions within his
belief system. While he
allegedly could find comfort
in someone who wears a
cross, he does not belief that
religion should impact our
(his) everyday decisions.
He seems to be suggesting
that we can benefit by thinki,n_g f QI'. ourselves rather than
letting someone from lne

pulpit think for us, and I
agree.
However, my relationship
with God does is not confined to the hour and a half I
spend in church. My values,
judgments, fears, hopes and
decisions are based on what
I believe would be in the
best interests for myself,
those I interact with and,
most importantly, the God I
believe created me.
While it is not appropriatefor me to force my views on
others (or attempt to do so),
the love and respect I have
for people comes DIRECTr;y 'from die love and

respect I receive and cherish from my relationship
with God.
Thornton, just like many
others, needs to be aware of
the fact that in order for me
to live my life without
hypocrisy, I must treat people the way I believe God
wants me to.
This is a conscious choice
I make every day, and is not

the result of any religio
rhetoric or passionate
speeches I have witnes
is my humble attempt t:O
lead an honest life of int
ty, which is and always
be rooted and grounded ·
my love for the Lord.

DekeBelden
graduate political scienc4
student

LETTERS TO TliE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to ~
addressing local, state, national and International issues. They should be less
words and include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Students
Indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should ·
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified wll
.Pfl!lt~· ~ding on space constraints, we ~ edit lett9111, so keep it
-t.ette11Mllln be sent to The DtiJty eastern News at 1811 Buzzan:! Hall, Ch
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeastemnews@hotrnatl.com
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·sta tickets selling at swift pace
have been ''upbeat and positive"
about the Saturday show.
StUdants aet to dUal It out
"('!Wista) has been a big underonstage III 1hB 1Wlsta cancert,
ground act for a while," Atamian
see Sfi>ry pg. e
said.
"He's pretty well known in the
The UB Concerts Committee is rap world."
Brinker said students that don't
optimistic the show will sell out .
and pleased at the success thus far even know who '!\vista is, plan on
said Ceci Brinker, director of stu- coming to the concert with friends
dent life.
and family from home.
'!\vista's performance is the
Even if the concert isn't a sellout, Atamian said it won't be a third major UB concert of the
problem.
semester.
"If it doesn't sell out, it will be a
'fraditionally, there are only two
better shCJw for those that <Jo go," major acts brought to Eastern each
he said.
semester, but Atamian said the
Brinker said students' attitudes price for Twista was ''unreai."

Battle of . . rappers

sales are in full swing this
the University Board's
Saturday i)erformance by
d rap artist Twista.
late last week and early
1,500 tickets have been
· UB concerts coordinator

usiasm.
ert will be in McAfee
which holds 2,300

"With his price, we really couldn't pass him up," he said.
Although the artist fee for
Twista was $57,000, enough tickets
have already been sold to cover it,
he said.
"The concert ·m oney has not
been used because student support
has made up for it," Brinker said.
Most of UB's major concerts are
performed in Lantz Arena, but
Twista is better suited to McAfee.
Brinker said because the performance is more of a smaller
scale than a major show, McAfee is
a more ideal venue.
·
Lance has the possibility to hold
up to 42,000 people, so the smaller

venue was much more conducive
to the show, she said.
When acts are brought to Lantz,
they require a lot of accommodation in the facility that wasn't available for Saturday.
Brinkersaidbringingalargeact
to campus requires moving around
health and physical education
classrooms and sports team practices.
She said UB was lucky that there
was an open date in McAfee to
have the unplanned concert.
'!\vita will perform at 9 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for students and $10
to the public and can be picked up
at the door.

em of low voter turnout doesn't prompt Illinois to scrap primaries
lllinois State Board of Elections
Official Vote Book statistics said
25.92 percent of registered voters
voter turnout has caused took part in the 2000 primary.
Of 6,745,655 registered voters,
atates to cancel presidential
· for 2004, but lllinois is 1,748,191 cast ballots that Spring.
tly following that trend. ·
Four years prior, 1,804,626 voting to an Associated ers were present for the presidenory earlier this week, tial primary. That is nearly 30 perColorado and Utah suc- cent of the 6,125,044 registered.
"As a general principle, taxpaydropped their state-conp,imaries based on lack of ers are paying for the election
and low public participa- process,'' Righter said.
"The state treats that like any
other program out there."
When significant amounts of
money are being spent on events
with low turnouts, states are considering dropping them.
"At some point the elected representatives have to make a deci- ·
sion," Righter said.
Primary turnouts typically stay
below 20 percent of registered voters, a percentage that is still higher
than caucus turnouts.
Righter said states canceling
primaries will most likely tum to
caucuses to pick each party's presidential nominees. Caucuses are an
"older style" of determining nominees, he said. "They are a great
deal less expensive."
The
Illinois
Presidential
Primary will be held in early
March.
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY SHPHEN HAAS

City Editor Carly Mullady can be

Charleston residents watch the results of a recent election In the Coles County Courthouse.
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~Play showcases

tw

sides of one perso

By Jessica Youngs
STAFF WRITER

sat awkwardly around his f
S.B. O'Donnell played by
Dill, the inner persona called
"Screwball" and mocked bis ·

It was a tale of two people.
Wednesday night was opening ranee.
·hight for 'Philadelphia, Here I
When alone, the two
Come' an Eastern Illinois merged and allowed O'
University Theater play that become the same person.
paired what one man wanted to act
The first glimpse of this
like against his actual demeanor.
the audience witnessed was
The play is the second fall pro- O'Donnelle acted out a day
duction by the group at their tem- of his upcoming flight over
porary location, The
Village Atlantic Ocean.
Throughout the play,
Theater at 960 18th Street.
The play takes place in had to deal with sentimental
Ballyberg, Ireland in 1962, on the ings of his home and the
eve on young Gar O'Donnell's it. Still, he felt as though he
departure from the home he has really know any of the people ·
known all his life to a new existence town from his beloved
Doogan, played by Step
in Philadelphia.
The play's unique set-up allowed Leasure, who married
the audience to peek into both man, to his misunderstood
O'Donnell's private and public who O'Donnell thought has
said anything unpredictable ·
characters.
Director Jean Wolski said life. "We don't really know the
"Philadelphia. Here I Come" is fun · ple we are closest to," Wolski
because it allowed people to hear about the play's primary the
two sides of one person. O'Donnell's
Another audience ·member,
inner persona. portrayed by Clark, further analyzed the p
Timothy Travous, .Tr., represented
"(O'Donnell) lives in the
what O'Donnell was really thinking said. "He'll never have a
throughout the evening.
because he's stuck in the pan"
The outer persona of O'Donnell,
Wolski said the University
played by Christopher J.M. Yonke, originally planned IXl doing an
acted out O'Donnell's true actions.
play based on a short story by
Throughout the action of the James Joyce.
But there was mix-up on .
play, contradictions between these
two personas can be vividly experi- the plays rights, so inst
enced.
Theater choose 'Philadelphia,
While O'Donnell's outer persona Come," which mimicked the

o·
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Learning the ropes
Alison Sta'*'4>, a Jlrilr speech communication map; puts on a condom as Jenny Winnie (right), a frestman
graphic design ma;or, and Emily UlwnMice, a frestman mt education map; look on. Slaulcup had the Condom
Club give a piase:1tallon on the proper way to put on a coi:dom to her c.man Hall floor Wednesday night.

7th Street Underground to transform into.a rapper's deli
Student rappers will
rompet,e ro earn chmwe ro
perform at Twista cancert
By ICltslll'L Larsen
STAFF WRITER

This Friday,
7th Street
Underground will be turned into
the rap world.
The rappers here on campus will
be able to show their stuff on stage
and go up against each other to
receive the honor to be part of the
opening act for the 'IWista concert
the following day.
'IWista, a Chicago-based rapper,
is the 'University Board's third fall·
concert.

Monique Cookbey, graduate
adviser for the UB, planned the
event.
"UB has an open mic !Qr students where poetry, rappers and
singers can show their talents. The
battle is a special event geared just
towards rappers and is in correlation with the 'l\vista concert this
Saturday."
The doors open at 7:30, and students will be able to sign up for the
competition on site. Only the first
25 MCs will be able to register, so
anyone who wants to perform
should arrive early.
Cookbey said that if there is a
crowd, UB might allow more people to sign up, but there are no
guarantees..
·

Once everyone has signed up,
MCs will split off into groups of
two, and each will be given the
PPp.9.~Wto(~~ea~~~
thing they want.
1'he beats: tWill tte. providet:l by
MC Kalib Searcy, who has DJ'ed at
Illinois State University in
Bloomington-Normal and the
University
of
Illinois
in
Champaign-Urbana.
Searcy said D.J. Tumbleweed
and another D.J. from Champaign
will be "on the one's and two's
Friday" spinning the beats that
Searcy has already selected.
The beats will be the same for
each pair of rappers, but each battle will have different beats so
competitors cannot prepare before

the battle.
After each group performs, the
audience will be allowed to scream
and cheer, but the judges have the
official final say on who will
become the final four MCs. · The
winner of the battle will move on in
the bracket, but Searcy is trying to
make it so even a loser of a battle
could make it to the final four.
"The judges will.put into consideration what the audience thinks,
but they will determine who makes
it to the final four," Cookbey said.
The best four MCs will be contacted Saturday morning and will
compete as an opening act for the
'l\vista Concert.
This portion of the battle will
also be free style. The prizes for

the winner are still yet to be
mined, but there are possib· ·
a meet and greet with
·
tickets to the show. Searcy •
battle will decide who o
'I'Wista, "who Will carry the
who will go home with their
ings hurt.I'
"Many of the artists ba ·
look at the contest as a oppo
to showcase their talent in f
'IWista and his associates,"
said. "I expect them to put
unbelievable show."
Cookbey states there
more going on than just a
battle at 7th Street Unde
"Who knows, maybe
be there,'' Cookbey said.
just have to come and see."

Ye~rhool Growp f>hofo l'ime!'
POI IGH
ur group'
I) Submit your ow.n yearbook photo - $45
l) Have o r ye;;irbook ph tographer take your group photo
We would like to have a group photo night at the Union!
Please call ith your groups availability and we will try to meet your need.

-
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T amends UPI coµtract, discusses wages
d of 'Ihlstees amended
ct with the University
·onals of Illinois Friday
as discussed wage raises
other university unions.
UPI contract amendment
a provision concerning
ic credit units for
faculty.

"It establishes a set number of
credit units that are for noninstructional activity,'' said Bob
Wayland, director of employee
and labor relations.
Credit units given to tenured
faculty for research and creative
activity positively affect faculty
and students, said UPI president
Charles Delman.
The time for research and creative activity attracts teachers and

makes Eastern more competitive
with other universities, he said
Students benefit from teachers
who have more experience due to
increased credit units, Delman
said.
Eastern also agreed upon a wage
opener that increased the salaries
of 17 employees of Teamsters
Local 26 by 2 percent.
"'The contract stayed intact; the
wages just changed," Teamsters

business representative Tim
Donovan said
Eastern Teamsters representative Brent McCullough said the
union had been scheduled to
receive a 4 percent increase this
year as well ~ last year. Because
of the state budget crisis, the university had no funds available to
follow through with the contract.
Because the union does not fall
under the prevailing weight sys-

tem, which means the state mandates the salary increase, the raise
was not enacted
''We were forced to settle for
what we can get,'' McCullough
said.
The BOT also voted to renew the
contract .of Carpenters Local #347
until April 30, 2006.
Eastern Carpenters representative Thomas Coffey said the
union is satisfied with the vote.

ing of new faculty members hired by university
will be welcoming new
members next year.
is scheduled to hire 32
k faculty members said
r, acting associate vice
t for Academic Affairs.
r said, as of now there are
ings that are approved by
ost. The provost is in the
of deciding if there is
for one more faculty posisaid.
applicants are hired as
ty they are put on a
where for their first six

years of employment at Eastern
they go through a probationary
process. · During the process
each member is evaluated based
on their teaching, research and
service activity.
.
Each year the evaluation standards go up for the individual. If
they make it through the process
after the first s~ years they are
awarded the title of tenure by the
Board of 'Ihlstees.
"By being awarded tenure by
the BOT there is an ongoing commitment between the faculty
member and the board," said
Weber.
"Once you're tenured, you

have proven that you are a quali- to be approved by the departty faculty member."
ment chair, dean and vice presiAccording to Eastern's Web dent.
Also, a recruitment plan and
site, in order to be considered for
a position, applicants must go vacancy announcement must .be
through an employment process approved by the dean and civil
with a screening committee con- rights director.
sisting of the chairperson of the
"The final decision is made
department, the dean, the civil once a recommendation goes
rights director and the vice through the department chair, to
president of the university.
the dean, to the vice president to
The employment and recruit- the provost,'' said Cynthia
ment procedures for faculty and · Nichols, director of civil rights.
academic support professional
Weber said, there will be
positions continuing and tempo- seven people hired for the edurary policy says that before a cation and professional studies
spot can be filled a personnel department, nine people for the
authorization request form has sciences department, five for

the business and applied sciences department and 12 for the
arts and humanities department.
"We have faculty in our
department that are overloaded
with classes, that is one of the
reasons our department needs
additional faculty," said Glenn
Hild, chair of the art department.
Business
chair
Michael
Boorom is also excited to get
new faculty in his department.
"We have our fingers crossed
that there are no more governmental cut backs, because with
cut backs comes no new employees,'' Boorom said.

to conduct date auction to raise scholarship money
said the auction is a good way to
raise money and many students
get involved.
"It's for a really good cause,"
Anderson said. "As long as it's to
benefit someone else, I have no
problem with it."
Anderson said .she volunteered
to be in the auction and won't be
embarrassed if she r~ives a Jo,w

·deuce Hall Association
a ~date auction to raise
for two scholarships.
President Nachei Glynn
hopes to raise $1,300 for
scholarships during an
in which dates with varients will be giv_en·away at ·~·
_,
,.,
till~ DW,
'lbursday in the basement ' If no
myself,'' Anderson said.
WS Hall.
The
Sean
McKinney
and other RHA execuwill be among those up for Scholarship is given to an on-campus freshman, while the Brad
t Glynn said.
Anderson, vict! president Wright Scholarship is given to an
. tisity and programming, upper classman, Glynn said. Both

orie'.

.

rn·•

scholarships are given to students
who show excellence in leadership.
Glynn said she will present a
housing adviser of the year award
to RHA Advisor, Jody Stone during RHA's weekly meeting. The
award is given by the Great LakesAffiliation of College University
Residepce Halls, wtµ~~ ~eludes
mln'ois, fndran'a,'' Wtsco'iisffi,
'Mii.:itn~an· ~aad · Ontario; Glynn
said.
Stone was selected because of a
bid given by RHA to the affiliation, Glynn said.
''We bid for him because of his
dedication and willingness to help

advances of RHA here at
Eastern," Glynn said.
Stone, who found out Saturday
he would get the award, said other
people helped him win. Glynn aµd
other RHA members made an
oral presentation to the affiliation
on why he should receive the
·award.
"It bas a lot to do with the people around me," Stone said. "It
was a team effQrt."
Stone said his win came as a
surprise and there was a lot of
competition for the award.
"There's a lot of outstanding
advisors out there,'' Stone said.
"Obviously I'm humbled. I'm flat-

THE

tered."
A new National Communication
Coordinator/Illinois
Communication Coordinator in
RHA will be selected and will
begin his or her term in June
2004. LaKya Hill and Peter
Salvatori are the two nominees
running for the position and hope
to take the title from Megan
Stepp, current NCC/ICC.
"I feel very fortunate about
having the position and I want
someone to have the opportunity I
had," Stepp said.
The Residence Hall Association
meets at S p.m. Thursdays in the
basement of Andrews Hall.

JOHN MARSHALL
LAW SCHOOL

Open House
BROTHER BEAR (G) Daily 4:45, 6:50,

9:00

'

ELF (PG) Daily 4:15, 7:30, 9:50

MAmlX: REVOLUTIONS (R) Daily 4:00,
5:00, 7:00, 8:00, 10:00

~ Jahll .Manladl Law tioat

ilwiiB,.. m

llt1mll u opm

.l ~ flD IBrll bow'~ ded..ira, P""neJLr±'"'8; rpedalt'ad

.nn: amUll'J' mntaala. aa Wp JDll. la yaar Gllll!l!I:.
&ml'day, Nowmber 22; IO a.m.

~ ftOGll

Stllllam ad r..fty wtU ~ . . . t.qbts taro ]Ghil 1ll-.llaall"s

. , ad ~ Pfll.'llf'ID> tlwe roen ot •e fadltH. 1114
8M'IN"t')l0'*1'~ . . . . . . . . . ~

RUNAWAY JURY (PG13) Daily 5:15,
8:20
Sr.ARY MOVIE 3 (PG-13) Daily 5:30,
7:45, 10:10
~CHAINSAW MASSACRE (R)

Daily 5:45, 8:10, 10:20

•

Surprise

•
•

your friends with a

:

581-2816

!
•
••••••••••••••••••
• Birthday Ad in the Den!
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR

$550 WEEKLY SALARY mailing
our postcards from home. No
experince necessary. FT/PT.
Genuine Opportunity. FREE
Supplies. Call 1-708-808-5182
(24 hours).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/13

County Schoolhouse Preschool is
now accepting applications for
child care assistants. Full or parttime
positions
available.
Experience preferred. 345-3082
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESTER: Part time and full time positions seeking candidate for order
entry. Strong keyboarding skills a
plus, must possess excellent
communication skills, experi~e
with phone sales helpful.
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Scholastic Recognition, Inc. 5955
Park Drive, Charleston. For diractlons call 345-9194
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: Hiring for second
semester part time and full time
positions, proof readers/copy setters. Must po$ess command of
English language and ability to
discern mistakes in text quickly
and accurately. Experience with
quark and/or pagemaker a plus.
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Scholastic Recogniton, Inc. 5955
Park Drive, Charleston. For diractions call 345-9194
~-------11/21
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1122
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service I inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3451303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
Q

FOR

RENT

1,2, and 3 Bdrm apts. Available
immediately or for spring 2004
semester. Short and long term
leases. Great for transfer students
or student teachers. Call (217),348-0819 (leave message).
_ _ __ __ _ _11/13
Fall 2004 rentals. 2 blks qast of
campus. 3 bdrm unit, stove,
refrig. DSL ready, W/D, lawncare,
trash incl. Call 345-5821
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/14
House for 2004 across from campus, 4 people needed. 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/14

Apartment for 2004. 3 bedroom
near campus. Check 'em out
www.eiuapts.com or
3452416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _11/14
House 4-6 people, 1 & 2 Bedroom
apts. 2004-2005 school year 12
month leases 345-4602
_ _ _ _ __ _ _11/17
3 bedroom house, 1 bath close to
campus. Call (847)275-3933
_ _ _ __ _ __ 11/17
6-7 BDRM house PD Water &
garbage, W&D, furnished, 10 mo.
lease, $225 per month. Call Star
348-6590
_ _ _ __ __ _11119
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouse
available January 2004 for 2 to 5
tenants. Bargin price! 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 11/21

CAMPUS

RENT

FOR

Leasing for 2004: 2 bedroom
completely furnished, newly
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO
pets. 917 4th Street 235-D405 or
317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
Furnished, 2 BR apartment avail
Jan 1. Close to campus! Off street·
parking, trash, W/D on site, AC.
Call 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/30
3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each pet
month. 345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1213

Britla"ly Ridge: 4 bectoom for 4 or 5
people. 21"1 balh. dshwasher, washa-/ay«, DSL Gm ftoor JBI. Local,
Responsive landlord. $21 O/pa-son
348-8886, leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115
Gir1s furnished house for 4-5. 1/2
block from campus, 1O month
lease. No pets or parties. 3455048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;00
.1 and 2 bedroom furnished apts.
10 month lease, low utilities 3455048.

----~---~oo

NOW LEASING SU., SP., FA.
2004. NICE HOUSES AND
APARTMENTS ALL CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 345-6967

-----~---00

BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
for 3-5 persons, unbeatable floor
plan, 4 BR, deck, central NC,
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage disposal, 2 1/2 baths.
New ca-pet, linoleum and paint.
DSL Internet ready. Trash and
paved parking included, near
campus, local responsive landlord. From $188-$300 I person.
Available Januray, lease length
negotiable. 217-246-3083
1

.

00

Hey Gals! 2 bedroom furn1sii~
apartment, next to i>ar!< at 1111
2nd St. Water, trash, and laundry
included for $265 each/month. 1O
or 12 month lease available. Call
now at 549-1957 or 348-5427,

~-'--~--~~--'00

1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533
~~---~~_...qo
Exceptionally economical! 1 bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished for
a single or couple. $375 month.
For one or $430 month for two. ·1
block north of O'Brian Fild. For
schpol year 2004-2005. Call John
345-8350

RENT

FOR

2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048

SALE

AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR

For sale: 92 Olds Acitieva,
97000 miles, Runs good.
$1500 OBO. ~2091
-----~--=-=-11113

--~~~~~~~-00

2004-2005. 3/2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-5032

-~--=-------!)()

For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bedroom houses. Excellent locations,
cable internet hook-ups in every
bedroom. Washer and Dryer
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
345-0652

-~--=-~-~-~-00
BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
now available. FOR SPRING
2004. Call 345-1266

-~-------00

04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.

Runs great, 1990 Mustang
GT Hatchback, VB, wliite,
1151< miles, $2,500. Call John
@ 217-581-3691 or (708) 4666548.
11114

---~~-~--00

PERSONALS
Roommates
wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479
-------~()()
Roommates for 3 BR furnished apartments. $290 per
person. 1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-

Male roommate wanted.
Atrium
apartments.
$260/mo. Spring semester.
Call Joe at 348-1976 or n3339-2587.

--~---~~-00
nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.

c~.

available
for
Jan.
04.
Parking/trash incl., laundry on
premises, locally owned, located
by EIU police. Call 348-0673
leave a llll;lg.

SUBLESSORS

_________oo

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has latge 2
·BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!

_________oo

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
-~--=-~~~~~~()()
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low·
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583

---~-----00

APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave,. Dishwasher. Trash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348-7746.
www.charlestonilapts.com

FOR

SALE

1 or 2 Subleasors, spring
semester,
1st
street,
$250/month. Call 549-64n
11118
SP--R=IN~G--S~UB~LESS..._.., OR
NEEDED. $350/MO., ONE
BEDROOM,
INCLUDES
CABLE, WATER, TRASH,
PARKING. CALL 847-7369015
_ _ _ _ _ _ _11118
Girl roommate subleasor for
2 bedroom apt., Spring
semester (Jan 1st) $25&mo.
3454602
=--~----...,.--11120

Female rooQUilate wanted
for Spring semester. (Jan
1st) 2 bedroom furnished
apt. $200/month. Free cable
and garbage. Close to campus. Call 81S.791-0806

.Lobkfug · fM
1

um
su'Slessoi'f 1

bedroom of 2 bedroom w/
roommate already living in.
Right in front of EIU. Call
217-348-1652
Ask
for
Andrew.

-------~-'()()

PANTHER PADS has a CLEAN
and WELL-MAINTAINED duplex
located at 1512 2nd St. for 2
groups of 2 or 1 group of 4. It has
4 bdrms, 2 baths, 2 kitchens, 2
living rooms for $285 per person
per month, 12 month lease, no
pets. Call 345-3148 or check it
out ar www.pantherpads.com

-~~~-~---00

Need a semester lease from JANMAY? We have a unique 2 bdrm
for rent. 1block from Buzzard.
345-5088

--~--~-~-()()

"Listed as top landlord .f or 2003 in
Eastern Newsl"1 Bedroom apts.
for August 04-05. PP&W PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORlli OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or Z person leases.
Central heat & NC, laundry facility. Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for serious student or couples. 348-8249

~--------00

CLIPS

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION: Speaker Meeting Nov. 13
at 7pm In 2030 Lumpkin Hall.

Relax ...
let the DEN take
care of your
advertising needs

Female sublessor needed for
Spring. 3 bedroom apt, own
bedroom w/ sink vanity, low
utilities. East of Old Main
next to Joey's. Call Jamie@
348-9301.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11122
3 Br. Apartment, needs 1
roommate, sink · in room,
Millennium Place, rent
debatable. Call 348-9392.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _lWl

ROOMMATES

3583

JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.

SUBLESSORS

ATIENTION AIL GRADUATING SENIORS! If you are
interested in a yearbook of
yotn" SEl1ior year, and are not
sure how to pick it up, come to
the Student Publicat:ioM office,
room um Buzr.ard Hall, and
for only $4 we will mail you a
oopr. in the Fall when they are
published Call 581-28U for
more infonnation.
()()

_________

Carole's Piano now accepting new students. All ages
welcome.
Beginner to
advanced levels. Call 4178685 for more information.
Carole is also available to
play for functions, recitals,
parties and cont~sts.
00

ANNOUNCEMENTS
USASPRINGBREAK.com.
Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Jamaica & More. Don't be
fooled! Go with Quality &
Experience! 28 years in business, Largest Student Thur
Operator (Division of USA
Student 'D:'avel) Call 1-877460-6077.
Now
hiring
Campus Reps. Earn 2 free
trips for 15 travelers & $$.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _11113
Spring Break- sign up with
Student Express and get
FREE roundtrip airline tickets to over 15 International
destinations-including
Arqba, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot
spots and more. Why go with
anyone else. Limited offercall now. Commission rep
positions also available. 800787-3787. www.studentexpress.com

11121

LOW CARB FOOD,
MINS, HERBS, C
GIFI'S,
.WINE
SUPPLIES. Natural F
Nutrition
345-1130
www.n-f-n.com
Spring Break 2004.
with STS, America'
Student Thur Operat
Jamaica, Cancun, Aca
Bahamas, and Florida.
hiring campus reps. Call
group
dis
Information/Reservati
800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com
#1 Spring Break Va
.
110% Best prices!
Jamaica,
Acap
Bahamas, Florida.
NOW and receive
meals & parties. C
Reps wanted! 1-8()().
7
0
0
7
endlesssummertours.
#1 SPRING BREAK
PANY in Acapulco
offers 3 destinations!
Loco in Acapulco, Parl)1
Vallarta, or get crazy
Cabo- with BIANCHI-R
TOURS. Organize a
and travel for FREE.
now before it's too late!
800-8754525
www.bianchi-rossicom
WINTER AND S
BREAK SKI AND B
TRIPS ON SALE N

www.sunchase.com OR
1-800-SUNCHASE TOD
ACT NOW! Book 11
get 12th trip free. Group
counts for 6+ www.sp
breakdiscounts.com or
838-8202
50% off winter items.
house resale shop. Go to
fairgrounds and follow
signs. 348-8001
Mixmaster
Throw
This Thursday night at S
Ladies free before 11 p
With the return of DJs
Morell and Lee Mic
playing the hottest c
tracks all night long.
more
info
go
CollegeClubThur.com

IJre~mUarkli1aa"
81
Ciossword
ACROSS
1Common
cavalry
emblem
7Swings violently
15Stinger
16Detroit's
founder
17Desk item
18How some
analgesics
are administered
1901ympian,
e.g.: Abbr.
20Disney dwarf
22Put a lid on it
. 23Flight stat.
24Butts into
26Some church
music

32"You Don't
Mess Around
With Jim"
singer, 1972
33Bob Marley
fan
35Sawyer and
others
36Like the
technology of
1-, 7-, 63""-

~~Across,

50Singer with
attifude
51_Poly
52Convention's
end?
53Tango

8

9

10

1

~equrrement

55Pince-_
56Like some
cookware
59White rabbit,
e.g..
61 F~hng more
pins and ·

and 1- 14-,
38- and 46Down?
381n the bucks
n~les
40"Holberg
62Pohce
Suite" comattacker
poser
63Wrestling
41Took steps
hold .
42Passing
64Shed items
mark
43Allude
DOWN
28~cking
47"Hud" Oscar 1Aviation hazpizazz
winner
ards
29Wood strips 48Symbol of
2Like some
31Bristle
hotness
blood passages
ANSWER TO TODAY' S PUZZLE
3The Creator,
to Hindus
4"Star Trek"
rank: Abbr.
5Pastoral pipe
&Late Sen.
Thurmond
7Places to g_o
in England?
8Transpire
9Dunderhead
........ir.=+.:...i 10Pub purchase
Et:=~Et:=~ 110rg. in 70's
news

7
51

56
61

Puzzle by Elizabeth C. Gorski

12 •
32Jug filler,
Unaccompan
maybe

ied

13"60 Minutes"
regular
14Sights in
Sargent's
"Reapers
Resting in a
Wheatfield"
21South
American
animal
25Fruit-filled
pastry
27Sounded like
a steel guitar
28Gasconaded
30Full-plus

34R~ular:

Abor.
35"Agni.Js_"
361talian com- 49Bunch
poser Alfredo
37Receive
38High, narrow
windows
ending in
arches
39Like some
currents
42Life's work
44Limited
60Violist's
45Plane, e.g.
chase
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plans watery eonstruetlon
drinking water

than two years away.
ction period is 18
Dan Cougill said.
is supposed to

..

meetings with the

River

City

"We did not meet
turbidity standards. It
had nothing to do with
the water not being
safe to drink."

, LLC. of Benton,
eers Crawford,
Tilly, Inc. and city
will begin this and

like to see construe. year," Cougill said.
tbs is assuming we
this year."
rs will be tearing
current water treatutilities building and
a larger, more effit plant on that land.
e to keep treating
· g cons!ruction,"

tion and workers in utilities will
continue their work in various
city buildings.
Last week, Charleston City
Council approved a $260,000 bid,
allowing Crawford, Murphy and
Tilly, Inc. to work alongside River
City during construction.
Mitsubishi Electric Power
Plant, Inc. will be joining in the
new water treatment plant
process, implementing owne into
treatment procedures for a test
period.

The entire redevelopment
decision sparked in relpOlll8 to
federal
Environmental
Protection Agency requirement
changes.

''We did not meet turbidity
standards," Cougill said. "It bad
· nothing to do with the water not
being safe to drink."
The city was forced to decide
between modifying the current
plant and developing a new one.
Cougill said meeting the
requirements with the existing
plant could have been both more
difficult and more costly than
constructing a new water treatment plant.
Beyond the ozone aspect,
Cougill said the treatment
process will change very little.
"How much contact time, how
much time is spent treating water
will significantly change."
These plans should greatly
increase water quality.
''We want to make the best
water in the state of Illinois, and
we think we can do that," Cougill
said in a previous interview.

"By adding ozone, we will
address taste and odor problems," Cougill said.
bad to be met by Oct. 19.
"I basically just forgot about

it," Fox said. "It would have been
a good opportunity for me."
Fox said the requirement gives
senate members a way to represent students more efficiently.
"'lb actually represent the students, YoU have to be diverse so
YoU can represent all students,"
Fox said.
The Student Government
Governance Review Committee,
lead by Student Body President
Caleb Judy, is researchin8 ways of
improving the diversity requirements, Zegler said.
"The Governance Review
Committee is looking at ways of
maybe revamping this div~rs'ity
requirement bylaw," she said.
The
Governance
Review
Committee made a report of possible changes the Student Senate
can make, which included a section about the senate Diversity
Affairs Committee and the diversity requirements.
The
report
from
the
Governance Review Committee

tt

any faculty while attests almost
every student had a full slate of

courses.
"We're always watching other
state acbool's tuition against our
own," said BJair Lord, provost and

I, the increued tuition
in $2S million and
the university to vice president for academic
courses, 80 faculty affairs. " ... but there is a certain
160 teaching assistant similarity to bow institutions will
a New. 11 St. . handle this."
Dispatch article reportHencken said there is a 99.9 percent chance Ealtll'n will implement two tuition ndll8, one to new

and bad.

I 0I

"I define diversity by
stepping out of my

comfort ione."

.......,,....

said it wants to review the focus of
the diversity committee and help
develop its duties and responsibilities.
The report also includes a section that suaests the senate evaluate the effectiveness of the
diversity requirement and how to
promote diversity within the senate.·
Zegler said senate members
shouldn't be forced to be diverse
because some aren't comfortable
going to the events.
"I define diversity by stepping
out of my comfort zone," 1.egler
said. "Some people aren't comfortable with stepping out of their
comfort mne."

students and the other to continuing ones. The tuition funds, generated locally by the university and
spent by the university, are important because if state funds take
another leap for the worst, finding
areas to alasll the budget could be
difficult.
"We've cut fat, muscle. We've
cut to the bone,.. Hencken said "I
don't know where we could aclditionally cut"

s E Qu I T u •

BY WILEY MILLER

decades.

school," Wolf said.
There will be a search

for the new director of
admissions starting in
December.
Academic
affairs will announce next
week who is on the search
committee.
WQlf said be will stay the
entire year to allow the uni:versity ample time to find
tbe right pel'IOD to nu l:iis •
position.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE tA

....... hll roots
'leaching at Eastern marks a
return for Righter to his higher
education root&

The Mattoon native graduated
t'nm Eastern in 1988 with a degree
in accounting. Though this is bis
first semester as an Eastern
instrudDr, Righter said he previously tauRht two politital science
courses at Lake land College in
Mattoon from 2000 to 2001.
"I do it when I can," he said. "I
enjoy (teaching); ifs obviously different work than the legislative

work."

I 0 0 I D0

cI s

BY AARON MCIRUDER

the first exam, RiRIDr'
intently as a few students pnlllilted their political-re1a1 artidal 1D
the class. F.ach brief
was followed by open-cla8s dlltuli!

p:ew••w

sim.

mustratec1 by Rigbbr'B irocldill
students to speak up, the two ....
half-hour class resembled a
symposium IDOl"e than a l1:rUCtUred
lecture.
"He's not like the typical . . . . .
who lectures," said Allyaoo
If
freshman dietetics major. "lie . .
tens to the students a lot more.•
That's the goal, Rigbter said.
"I try to get the students to apm
up, discuss, debate," Rigbb!r ....
''You can have the greatl!8t ideas la
your head, but if you're DOI: willing
to speak up about it, it doesn't do
much good."
At one point during cllm.
Righter asked the students llr
their preference as to the ltnlQIUle
and dates of upcoming .....,
qui:m!s and the l~word pip&
"I'm going to give you 111J1
choice," he said to the .........

mmm

a...

In fact, Rightl!r said he initially
pursued the opportunity to teach at
Eastern.
Richard Wandling, chair of the
political sclence department, said
Righter first expressed interest
early last summer.
"His exp1ess.im of interest happened to coincide with the department's need to provide more seats
for incoming freshmen in
American government classes,"
Wandling said
Correspmding to fawrable com- approval.
ments made by Righter's students,
Suddmly a voice from tbe lllllt
Wandling said he bas beard ooly left comer of the room blurted aid:
complimentary remarks _about "l.et's have a Wle!" So tber ell
"I was . - I the tint Cllllllllaaf
Rilbter's clam'oom performance.
Despite this prai8e, RiBbter said classes bow mmy stu 1 T ,_.
it is unlikely be will t-=h a coune involved indject.......... ~
at F.astem mm semester.
a.nceBor, • Board "11 ' 8 "It will be very cliffim\t for him bachelor of arts studmt. . . •...
to break away t'nm his duties in five percent of the m?d rdt tMl'9
Springfield during the spring actually spobn in class...
semester," Wandling ezplaiDed.
QvmcWlnr, who Im twa .......
Next semester, Ri&l*r's senato- ters who alao attend E 1' rFlt;
rial duties will require him to spend signed up for the class upca
a Jot of time in Springfteld when the ering ~ . . . . .
Illinois General Assembly con- -througbhitjib in ............
venes for its spring legislative ses- uling.
sion that nJDS from January to May.
"He lmJwl the ~
With the exception of the six-day reading vatimm from ......_..
veto session held in Springfield she said. "How be
during the first part of November, info, be 11'11 .. thinJdnl
Righter said bis less demanding
Wbileblldll . .
legislative role this semester has ranging tram ......... --~-..
granted him ample time to teach a cruel and uusual ~~:l
Righter asked IANfnl-ti
class.
Whether Righter will continue to students understood whit
teach political science courses at
Eastern bas yet to be determined.
But for the time being, Wandling
said Righter's students are lucky to
have an educator who possesses
such an interesting background
and is actively involved in the
"trenches of politics."

tll!lllM

Katie Pavliny,
mentary

a freshman ele-

educatiOO major, recalled

feeling IOlllewbat intinJidated
when RialDr distrib 1 ~ business
cards during the tint class. But
her uneasiness quickly subsided by
the end of the clMI period upon
realizing Righter 'ftl aythipg but
stem and CJVel'odeJnmdln.
"I think be likes to have fun,"
Pavliny 8lid. "He makes (class)

tun."
Before

WOif said he bas enjoyed
watching the school and its
evolution in the last few
When the school gets a
new building or a sports
team does ROOd in a tournament Wolf gets excited.
The bett part of his job is
seeing the graduates that
stayed at Eastern for all
four years and knowing he
bad a hand in their decision
to choose Eastern, he said.
"These are major things
and they are ROOd for the

Senator:

ctiem.... material

for
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

There's no place like horn
•Eastern assistant coach

Kristen Boeker will return to her
old stompinu ground for NCAA
first round contest
By Matlhew Stevens
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Eastern assistant coach Kristen Boeker
proves that one can go back to school again.
Boeker will return to her alma mater in
Columbia, Mo., as ber new squad at Eastern
will prepare to survive and advance in the
NCAA College Cup against Missouri.
"I'm thrilled to get a chance to return to
Missouri, and it will be exciting for the
friends and family to see my team live,"
Boeker said.
Only, this time one crucial aspect will be
diff~rent for the Boeker faithful that make

Giibert
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A

The junior is third on the
team in kills at 218 and has
been a great third scoring
option this season.
But for the Panthers to
truly be successful next season, much pressure will fall
on Welch. This season, the
freshman has impressed
many with her play including the person who counts
the most - Winkeler.
"Mary has improved in
every aspect of the game,"
Winkeler said. "She's raised

the trip to Columbia.
"They will be there wearing the Panther
blue this time," Boeker said.
There is no question where Boeker's loyalty resides as her team prepares for tournament action this week.
"I was a Tiger but now I couldn't be happier as a Panther," Boeker said.
Boeker received All-Big 12 Conference
honors in each of her four years as a player in the Tiger program.
The Panthers' assistant coach got an
opportunity to compete against her former
school earlier this year, but Eastern
dropped the non-conference game 3-2 in
overtime.
"We've already played on that surface
and competed against Missouri so we feel
comfortable with this matchup," Boeker
said.
Boeker hasn't received the jokes from
her players about being a former Tiger, but

her hitting percentage and
has become a better blocker."
Welch has put up above
average numbers despite
playing a position Oeft side)
she is not accustomed to.
Primarily a right outside hitter at Marian Catholic High
School, Welch has adjusted
to the left side and even the
back row . on defense
because of team needs.
"I didn't anticipate Welch
would be playing the left
side, but we had some weaknesses and had to puf her
there," Winkeler said. "No
matter where she plays

Veterans:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A

"We have not excelled in our team
defense," Wunder said. "A big focus has
been on improving our overall team defense
and rebounding."
Last year, Panther opponents had 161
more rebounds and 52 more steals.
On a higher note, Eastern had 37 more
blocked shots, which could increase with
O'Connor's return.
Rounding out the returning starters is senior forward Katie Meyers and sophomore
guard Ashley Kearney.
Meyers averaged 8.4 ppg and tied for the
team lead with 24 blocks in 23 games last
season.
Kearney rounds out the three-guard set

Mary will always improve."

Throw in fellow freshman
Kara Sorenson (1.15 kills per
game), sophomore Megan
Kennedy (1.93 kills and .193
hitting percentage) and
super-sub Aja Kohlbecker,
and the Panthers should be
on the verge of a breakout
season.
Hopefully I can be granted a mulligan for my prediction this year. However, next
year one won't need a crystal ball to see the Panthers .
can "make some noise" or
be "a key team in the OVC".

after averaging 3.6 ppg and finishing second
on the team with 35 steals in her freshman
season.
The return of four starters from last years
squad is not the only bright spot beading into
the season.
The addition of freshman forward
Meagan Scaggs has also been a highlight
during the team's preseason preparation.
Coach Wunder said Scaggs has been an
impact player up until this point and that she
has adapted well to the college game.
With the season opening Nov. 21 the
Panther's hope to capitalize on playing three
of their first four games at Lantz Arena to
open the season.
"We expect our team to have the best year
since I have been here and we hope to challenge for the OVC title," Wunder said.

the faculty and coaching
staff has let her know she
bleeds blue and white
now.
"The jokes have been
around the office but the
team hasn't
even
brought up that I was a
Tiger," Boeker said.
Boeker . says head Kristen Boelter
coach Steve Ballard and
she look up all national scores on Sunday
and Monday but she doesn't specifically
keep track of Missouri's progress.
"Just because I'm a graduate of Missouri
doesn't mean I go on MU's web site to
check scores," Boeker said.
This is the third straight season the
Panthers have qualified for the NCAA
College Cup and Boeker is proud of her
seniors that have gotten to taste the experience on a consistent basis.

"Players like Beth Liesen, Teri, Lori
have worked so hard to build this p
up to national significance~" Boeker
When the bracket was announced
week, Boeker had the look of amaze
on her face and was astonished at
she'd seen.
"I just couldn't believe it because of
the places to play I didn't think we
headed to Missouri," Boeker said "It
be a different experience from N
Dame."
"Everybody in the tournament dese
to be there and we did get more re
this time around, but the bracket isn't
at all," Boeker said.
Overall, Boeker is excited to partici
as a coach in a do-or-die situation at her
mer school.
"The key to tournament play is you
to bring it all or go home," Boeker said.

Bulls get second
road win at Bosto
BOSTON (AP) - After only four road
games, the Chicago Bulls have already
matched their away-from-home victory
total from last season.
Jalen Rose scored 20 points and Eddy
Curry added 16 points and 14 rebounds
Wednesday night as the Bulls defeated the
Celtics 89-82 for their third road victory.
Chicago, 3-1 on the road, finished 3-38
away from home in 2002-03.
"We're road warriors, huh? That's one
hurdle we wanted to conquer this year and
the guys have been real focused," Bulls
coa~h Bill Cartwright said. "I'm just really
happy. I thought our guys were focused
and carried out the game plan."
The Bulls never led by more than seven
points in the second half until Jamal
Crawford capped an 11-2 run with a
jumper and a 3-pointer that gave them a
76-65 lead with 9:31 left.
The Celtics responded with a 13-4 spurt,
and Mike James made his sixth 3-pointer
of the night with 4:12 left to pull Boston to
80-78. But Paul Pierce missed a fadeaway
jumper, and the Bulls pulled away by
going 9-of-12 on free throws down the
stretch.

•••••••••••••••••••••

Trick and Treat
your friends this
month ...

Advertise their
Birthday in the
DEN!

581-2812
•••••••••••••••••••••

"I think Chicago played the
game that deserves a win in the
Celtics coach Jim O'Brien said. '
played a tough-minded, very phy
game."
Rose started in place of Eddie Rob·
after coming off the bench in Chi
previous two contests.
Not only did he spark the Bulls oft
he held Pierce to 14 points on 4-0f-15 s
ing.
''Paul Pierce is a great player. No
player can stop him. I just did a g
trying to contain him and make him
for every inch of the floor," Rose said:
Chicago led 23-21 after the first
behind 12 points from Kendall Gill,
was 5-0f-6 from the floor in the o
period.
The Celtics took their final lead of
night, 4442, on a 3-pointer by James
1:18 left in the second period.
responded with a 3-pointer on Chi
next possession, and the Bulls led 47
the break.
James had 18 points and Pierce 14
the Celtics, whose modest two-game
ning streak was snapped.
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how me Mo talent at Eastern
'S sign a Mi.ssauri
during th.e NCAA early
period to play at

against nationally ranked high school talent.
"Coach (Steve) Weemer did a great job
identifying Jake and doing the majority of
the recruiting,'' Samuels said.
According to scouting reports on Byrne
put out by HoopsOasis.com, though not a
great athlete, Byrne uses his 220 pound
frame very well in the post.
•
"Jake already has the frame to play at the
Division I level,'' Samuels said.
Byrne also has the ability to bit the outside
jump shot.
"Jake has an inside-outside type of game
by proving he could rebound with authority
and have a nice touch around the hoop,''
Samuels said.
Byrne chose Eastern over MissouriKansas City, Wagner, Dartmouth, IndianaPurdue-Fort Wayne, Yale and Pennsylvania.
Bryne was being highly recruited by
three Ivy League schools because of his 4.0
grade point average and a 32 ACT score.
"Jake is very excited about the educational opportunity he will receive here at
Eastern," Samuels said. "We've always tar-

n£xt season

r fans will certainly have a reason
attention to a small high school in
t-8 forward Jake Byrne from
, Mo., High School has signed a
letter of intent to wear the blue and
of Eastern next season.
're excited to have Jake signed into
llrnirra·m," Panthers head coach Rick
said.
e averaged a double-double last seaajunior in high school with 20.4 points
e, 11.6 rebounds and two blocks.
er, the Eastern coaching staff folbis progress through the St. Louis
system where he played with and

geted the St. Louis area because we are recognized academically."
The current Eastern player that Bryne
could be compared to in the sense of physical size and style of play iS Jesse Mackinson.
"We've compared him very closely to Jesse,
and right now he's bigger than Jesse was his
freshman year," Samuels said.
Byrne become8 the third member of the
St. Louis-based AAU program to make his
college decision, following commitments by
S-foot-9 point guard Paul Paradoski of St.
Louis, Mo., ViaIJney High School to
Southeast Missouri State, and 6-foot-5 shooting guard Luke Meyer of Washington, Mo.,
St. Francis Borgia High School to Saint
Louis.
"In his AAU ball, the one thing we noticed
was his ruggedness in the fact that he can
take contact and deliver it too," Samuels
said. ''People will definitely be saying 'I want
to play with Jake now that he has signed with

Jake Bryne's Career S1atistica
IMMny 4Jlimt tu.
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le Aces at home

nthers draw

Lamon Woods
STAFF WRITER

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY COLIN MCAULIFFE

O'Toole perfonns in the women's 200 freestyle Saturday afternoon in Lantz Natatorium.
was also on the second place 400 yard fr8e relay team.

SUBMIT TD THE
ELECTRDNIC WRITING
PDRTF'DLIDI
MEET THIS

llRADUATIDN
IJUIREMENT TH.IS
SEMESTER
INl"'GRMATIDN AT:

Fresh off decisive meets against
Western Illinois and first place finishes in
the Panther Invitational, the Eastern swim
teams go into Saturday's meet with
Evansville, confident, but definitely not
cocky.
Last week saw the men and the women
tally their largest point totals (146 and 145
respectively), and head coach Ray
Padovan credits that to consistently performing better week after week.
. ·"Wejust try.to keep swimming well, and
let the scores take care of themselves,"
Padovan said. "We try to get better as the
season continues."
Get better is definitely what both teams
have done. The men (2-2) won their second
meet of the year At Xavier, and have won
two meets as of late, one being a tournament. The women (1-3) started off a little
slow, but have come on as of late, also winning two meets.
Both teams have gotten equal contributions from all their swimmers, but none
have been more important than freshman
Ben Senese for the men and senior Jordan

HAPPYB-DAY

STUD

Sherbrooke for the women.
Senese has had first place finishes in
the 500-yard freestyle in ·an of the
Panthers' first four meets. Along with senior Rich Wahlgen (200-yard freestyle) and
junior Tom Watson (1000-yard and 500yard freestyles), Senese has consistently
lead the Panthers, individually and as a
part of relay teams.
Most coaches would expect that much
out of Wahlgen and Watson, being as experienced as they are, but not many would
expect Senese to come in his first year
and contribute as much as he has already.
Not even him.
"I didn't expect to be performing this
well, this early in my first year," Senese
said. "I knew I had it in me, but I didn't
expect it this early."
Padovan also knew that Senese bad it in
him to be a good swimmer at the college
level, but he also did not expect his contributions to be this big this early.
"He was good in high school, and he has
just continued to get better and better,"
Padovan said. ''We even have him swimming some different things then he was in
high school, and he's been just great for

us."

A!>

Can You Mclke An Ad Better Them ThiS'I

vPCN
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·· · ..

-Uqiwrr&ity Board i& now Aca!pting Applic.a.tiolli fw

MClrtceffng/6niphi" CoordilMIW
-"PPliClCltiOlts are Awilable. i., tt.e Studie11t Aeti\lities
Cenhrr
-Application& due: Nov 17th.
-IVry Quntions: Call 5Bl-5ll7

UNION HAIR SALON
NOW OPEN

www.mu.1EDUl-A11aEa11
fl'r•

HALL, RM. 3DG1, &81•8384
........: a:oa A.M.-NoaNJ. 1 :OD-4:00 P.M.
M

_:~he
Shuttl~
B a c k· .,
.
1is.
thursday ,@

Mother,S

compliments of: ROCS, Mike & Stan's. Uptowner, & MOM'S

Pick up

@

Marty's & Greek Court ATM

G Bottles

Be~~~~~E~s

•. ~~~ -~~ action @ www.yourmothersbu.e:om

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
TUESDAY, THURSDAY, AND FRIDAY

7:00PM - lO:OOPM
FOR APPOINTMENTS
CALL 581-7148
If.you have any questions,
please call 581-3616
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Volleyball
·team has a
good future

+Eastern will allempt to surprise its Ohio H
<Jonference apponents wUh a lresh Wok thiJJ
llfAlllnMml

Wll:h the matches winding
cbm for :Eastern volleyball, it
...... the team will miss
,__..play for the second
......... year, but that doesn't

STAFF WRITER

Al the college basketball regular seuoo aJ»Proaches, Eastern
ftnds it8elf with a team that ia both
lnaperienced and talented.
The Panthers have cmly two seniors OD the team for leedenhtp, but
bead coac:b Rick Samuels and bis
staff are excited about a group of
fairly fresh faces they hope will
surprise the Ohio Valley
Conference thia year.
Eastern doel not boast of mune
recopition any Ionaer but provides a team that ia made up of
players who are ready to make a
nmne for themlelvea.
In the process, the Pantbm's will
implement a different style of play
88 they adjust to the new streqths
of the team. A year ago, Eastem's
ottenae revolved around the aet
·Offense and mdnly reUed m the
jump shot.
Tbia year, tbe P8lllberl have an
offense that is more balanced
betwam tta perimeter plaJen and
the people they have in the poet.
Instead of relylna Oil the jump
shot, tbelle Pantlms will have a
lllOl'8 potent offense from the
inside-out.
"There ia DO doubt that our
offenle is more balanced,"

...

m.-n this aea80ll
• dilappointment in the

111 11uily

Cuneud), F.utern stands in
a 11111•"'*1 tie for seventh~ wllb Samford and
. . . .11111 'ndl, two 'games
btldDd ~place Murray
- . The top six teams get a
llP8t In the Ohio Valley
Cmflnmce 'lburnament, and
•
1n B1atern wou1c1
to
• • bave Murray State
elm to have a cbmce.
llMl If the above happens,
Samford and 'Dmnelsee Thell
cauld prevent the Panthers
. .pialn& the sixth seed if
. . , 1DO Win out. In other
..... Jets look forward to

nem

...,..

..

aw, I have to admit earlier
......... 1 believed F.astern
ainlmd fer the OVC
RecuJar readers may
an early October column
9'dch I wrote "the Panthers
~be a key team in the
.. the falaful amtence
be ........ifdle

'"lbp to bottom our
ented," Samuels said.
I think we could SUl'J~
few people thia year."
The team may be
they are al80 untested.
will reIY on sophomore
Gomes to become a
from the perimeter. AJ8o
hope tbat the rest of die
players PrGfP1ll8 tbn:llllllll
year, and become factar8

aoesbJ.

"I think that we . . a
team than we have been ill

Watcllina

these

guys grow 88

a

team will be

•acitin1,•
Samuela said.
With
the
deeper team,
more competitian tbroulbout
the roeter will be

beca.- . . . , players
in their leYel of plq.
The Paathera will
upcownm, exbibitiaD
International SeJecl Cll

to
- rataticm
• bettw
main
willidea
be "'
ular aeuon 8bll'tl.
'"We have ldeas rilht
who will ltal't. but it is Smn•wJ118id. -we do

~.. said. '1.'be bia ...,. will have aeven or eilbt
lie mare ot a fiClbr for ua thlll year could ftl'Y well work

•

because we have been working to
initiate a a true post up pme."
The Panthers will have senior
forward Jesse Mackia80ll to be tbe
leader of the front court. But the
test for Eaatem up front with new
players such as transfet Aaron
Harriaon who ia cunently aj1111iK

oa....
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8ophomcn .....
pracllcea hie . . . . . . cb'1g WednMday practice at Lanlz Alwa Gain. . . be• ........................ ,...

WOMEl'I

He played two years ar 'D'iton
Junior Coll81e and will be up
apinst Division I oppaaents for
the first time in Ida cellege C8l'8er.
This could 'be a positive fqr
Eastern, which hopes that
Harrison and the rest of the team
will surprise their ovc competi-

tion.

into the ltm1ing lineup...
The youtbi'ulneea Oil
leaves some questions
annered. the telm
start the replar

Accordinl to the

patience will be ....~
Wltil the team lfOW8
fmmy quesdoD1 wDl
swered.
.
Tbe Pmthera will
2003-2004 HMOD at
Convention Center as the
will attempt to upaet the
Mid-American
favorite Northern llliaDit
in Dekalb.

IAllETIALL

Veteran cats key to Eastern
• With fmn' returning sfLJrters, Pt.mthers hMJJ, coach Linda WUnder
bel.eives shfi will ho:IJe the best t.eam. IJM's hod at Eastern

., .......

STAFF WRITER

The apei;ence of returniDB starters
could be a key to
success of the 200.12004 Panther women's baaketball t.m.
After being ranked sixth in the Ohio
Valley Conference preseason poll for the
second consecutive season, head coach
Linda Wunder and the Panthers hope to
silence their critics and improve upon last

me

years 6-22 perfonnance.
Enterins her fifth year as head coach,
Wunder is excited about returning four of
her startera from last year.
Coach Wunder said re~ a Itron.I
nucleus of lblrter for this could be
a big factor'° the team'I IUCCell.
1be retu.rn of Pam O'Connor to the starting lineup after red 8blrtiDI last because of injury wDl pve the Pantlms a
stroq inside presence.
O' Connor's 18 points per game in the
2001·2002- and 861 total points in her
ftrst two ...... at Eastern are third belt
in Plllltlm ........ baketball history.
O' Coaaor'I ....... *-Ith is just -

..........

.. ....

S.1 rebounds per pme in 2001-2002-.
In addition to O'Connor, last years' 1-1ing 8CGl'W launn Dalley returDI for ....
flm1 - - in. Pmtber mdform.
Dailey WM cbolen. to this year's Secoad
'alam PnHHDIJI All OVC t .... after having
3' eteall, tf1 ...... and an averaae of 13.1
PPI ill her junior )'em".
Joiniq Dailey at. the pard position II .
sophomore Mepn Sparks.
Sparks a......i 11.3 poJnta and 4.6 l'PI
in her first year wllll the Panthers and named to the All ovc Freshman ......
Tbe combimdan of Sparks and Dalley at
the parcl poskioa aDd their Derl'ormwe
could be pivotal to the overall . - of
the teui. ct. to opponents double~
O'Coaner on die inaide.
"A lot ii ICdnl to depmd on oar point
pard poaitioll,.. bwl OOllCh Lindll W. •• ,
18id. "s.c.u ar die point parc1 poeltiaia
determines a lat about bow your-.. performs.•
Wunder wt ..... tlMl have alJo hem

m..iDI . . . . -

Nbomctial durilll

..... " 1K'adca .... die -

Jelll"• ........ ptll'fanamaL

after lut

aunmran •,....,
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Reservation dining returns to campus after 2 ye
By Meagan Brusnighan
STAFF WRITER

After a two-year hiatus, it's
back, and it's better than ever.
Resurrected this semester at
Stevenson Hall, reservation only
dining is the only place on campus where students can get a real
sit-down dinner.
"It's back by popular demand,"
said Mary Beals, assistant director of Thwer dining. "We knew
that we wanted to keep reserva-

tion dining open, but when
Pemberton's dining center closed
down two years ago, we had to
decide where to relocate it."
Beals said that many students
who made use of Pemberton's
reservation dining services
before are coming back now that
it's beeri re-opened in Stevenson.
Newer students are also showing
up to try out reservation dining's
weekend service.
"We're getting more students
every week," said Beals. "The

Cover:
CONTINUED FRO!ol PAGE 1

drunk with your RA." an event during which
residents learned about consequences of alcohol consumption by participating in a mock
party busted by police.
Besides putting on programs, other main
responsibillties include tending to residents'
concerns, fulfilling night and weekend duty
requirements, mediating conflicts between
residents and preserving the order of the

floor.
''It's a <:hallengi.hg ~; it takes a lot of time
and effort," said Ryan Reed, a second year
associate resident director of Carman Hall
who was a former RA at Colorado Christian
University. "Basically, your priorities are
dedicated to those on your floor."
Jones doesn't seem to take such responsibility lightly.
Expressing his gratitude for having a
respectful floor, Jones said he likens himself
to a mentor who is responsible for helping
residents with the "little things like schoolwork."
"It's my job to show them how to be a good
student at EIU," Jones said of his interpreta-

During the weekend evenings
word is getting out to the freshmen and other new students on that Stevenson holds reservation
only dinners, the dining service
campus."
According to Sarah Aldrich, employees become waiters and
the draw of an on-campus dining waitresses. So instead of hauling
experience without the requisite trays of hot food to buffet lines,
plastic trays can be pretty they carry plates and glasses to
diners, who get to sit back and
strong.
. "I go about once a weekend,'' enjoy .being waited on instead of
said Aldrich, a sophomore spe- having to serve themselves.
"It's kind of nice to be pamcial education major. "It's better
food, and it's more like a real pered every once in a while,''
restaurant. I was very impressed said Katie McMullen, a senior
. elementary education major.
the first time I went."

tion of what oonstitutes an exceptional RA
Though Jones said he has not encountered
any roommate conflicts this semester,
Staulcup said girls on her floor confront her
with roommate or floor concerns about once
a week.
"Ifs not too tough; it's never gotten out of
hand for me,'' she said.
Surprisingly, the three RAs interviewed
said floor walks conducted during mandatory
hall duty shifts have not revealed behavior
too outrageous or rowdy on the behalf of
Carman's occupants.
''I hav~'t really come across a lot of crazy
things actually," Jones said. ''Even though
they're freshmen, they still follow the rules."
Staulcup said alcohol posseWon is common
at Carman. But she has written just one alcohol-related violation while on floor rounds
because residents usually coo~ any possession and consumption of alcohol
Earlier in the semester, Staulcup was worried her regulatory obligations would make it
seem like she was out to get residents.
''We don't look around to get people in trouble,'' Chmura said. ''We're just doing our job."
While each RA is on duty one night per
week, plus several weekends throughout the

McMullen said she reme
when reservation only
was at Pemberton, but she
went. "Because I live in ·
now, it's right there. And
meals are a.nice change f
deli style Stevenson us
serves."
Beals said that when a s
calls to place their order,
party is assigned a certain
to arrive, and the staff tries
it to around 35 or 40 stu
booked for each half-hour.

"fm a real late night person so I us
my stuff when everyone's sleeping
''Ifs only four weekends,'' Chmura said of · around,'' she said.
Another way the RAs keep on track ·
the semesterly requirement that she remain
on call and within the building from Friday taking advantage of organiz.ational
evening to Monday morning with exception such as calendars and schedule books
of going as she please either Saturday or Reed dubbed "an RA's best friend."
"I love my calendar because I write
Sunday afternoon.
''It is a good way to make sure you get your thing' down or I'll forget," Chmura said
During stressful times, Jones said it is
homework done,'' Stauk:up said of having to
fortfug to know he and other Carman
remain within the confines of Carman.
can, and do, confide in one other.
"I believe as a staff we're a very
Rourishing in a fish bowl
group," Jones said. "I look toward the
Sometimes life as a Carman RA is like year RAs and ask them questions."
being trapped in a fish bowl, Jones said.
''We just kinda mesh together," S
''Everything you do represents you and the said of the staff she affectionately c
University,'' he said of the scrutiny that izes as outgoing, cooperative and funny.
accompanies his role.
"When you're an RA. other RAs
A similar obstacle for Chmura is making your support system because, they
enough time for herself amidst the many stand what you're going through,"
explained.
.
demands of her job.
Leaving her room for quiet locations such
As illustrated by frequent hanging
as the library is a tactic Chmura often uses meals eaten together, Carman RAs
when doing homework and studying for tests. befug part of a group that seems to ·
S~ulcup, on the other hand, is most promuch personality and spunk as the vi
ductive during the wee hours of the night and residence hall in which they keep order.
early morning.
semester, the three RAs agreed duty shiftS

are not all that bad.

Do You Want Something NJce nd Afford bl ?
.a> Help your business
I

·-

IB!!.~@Iril

How AbOat Boa or pattmen
LReady?
Do You Want a Reliable and Carilc ndlonl?
If You Answered Yes o these Questions The Come

581-2816

top by and pick up our housing U t for
~2005

. ....... . .
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Unique Ho111es Is No\N Renting For Fall 2004!!!
Your Momma just called and said stay with us!!!

EIU'S FINEST
DON'T 1'-".l:ISS OUT •••• CA.LL TODAY!!

345. 5022
Unique Homes Properties

II
Houses for 2-5
persons wiH be
vailable for showing
tarting December 1.
Most of these are priced to
rent with one person per
bedroom. Cost per person
ranges from $200-300.
~

Ost of these houses are

Brittany Ridge
Apartments for 1or 2
Townhouses with new persons will begin showings
carpet, vin l, and each
b droom i wir d for DSL
phone cable. ·For 2 to 5
occupants they hav th be t

January 12, 2004. Over 50 units
af well-Jacated L& 2 BR
apartments are available. All
have a/c. many have cable
included, many are furnished.

floorplan around: 34

·b edrooms, 2.5 baths, washer
Sp dryer, dishwasher, central
fife, deck. BEsT floorplan, Reasonable

In great locations and

BEST features, BEST DEAL.

several have a/c and
washer & dryer.

From $188/person.

Gr
V\/ood,. Rea.l t o r,

re

RDLl'Ull°"

rents from sma
tn $350/person. Did Gnew,
close or far, best choices
await you..

Lists Available 12/1 /2003

.1512 A Street

·

345-4489
Showing by appointment only
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T e convenience is in the community,
n-campus housing
Members of the on-campus community are able to take
adtantage of a number of services offered designed to minimize the tedium of everyday life, so that residents may
focus their time and attention on more important pursuits namely their aeademic careers and their personal lives..

.........

- - · groceiy shopping,

labor over a stove top or
dte
,Just pick from one of four available meal
plans, and stop by the University Food Court in the Martin
Lw:ber King, Jr. University Union, the Mariletplace
Convenience Centen in Cannan and Thomas Halls, or any of
the four residential dining centers located throughout cam-

• On-amapus locadom
Why live near campus, when you can live on-campus? Oncampus housing options are located in dale proximity to
dining options, campus events, computer labs, academi<:
building&lclassn:xxm and Panther Express bus service.

• Local telephone senlce
No monthly service charges, no hook-up fee and no arguments with roommates over the long-distance bill. On-campus phone service includes local phone service, Call
Waiting, Speed Dialing and a personal identification nwnber
(PIN) for long-distance calls so you iion't have to worry about
paying for calls you didn't make.

pus. ~'ll take care of the rest.

• CabJe tdevlsion

• ()a.die llluadry fadJlda
No need to pack up the car and head off to the laundromat.

No monthly service charges, no hook-up fee and no waiting for the cable guy. The on-campus cable network p~
vides over 60 channels of music, spoJtS, education and
entertainment. Special features include an On-Campus
Movie Channel, .Programmed by on-campus residents for
on-campus residents, and two information channels
designed to keep residents informed of area events and

l.aundry facilities are located wi~ each of the residence
Greek chapter buildings and on-campus apartment
camplees (Plus the dryers are free).

hafis,

• QatlMt . . .

PH ' r lcml and undergraduate staff members are available
24-llMls a day re answer questions and asmt residents.

activities.

• Academic year contract with no hidden
No need to sublease during the summer. When
on campus, they pay for summer housing ·
when it comes to summer - if you don't stay, you.
While living in the residence halls or Greek Coult
have to worry about paying monthly rent,
phone service, cable, hook-up fees or buying
cost does it all,

• Flalble JMna arn.-nenu
With 12 residence halls, 2 apartment comp
Greek Court area, on-campus housing opliona me
to meet your needs throughout your college
• BeUa' ......... bcaa' ......
Studies have shown that freshman, sopholnore
on-campus residents are more successful than
pus peers in regards to cumulative GPAs.

~ 1r 1i•R TO THE STUDENTS OF EIU

Ing the most bang
ck:

•

•r
•

•

•

mpar1son
worksheet

••
Ill

0.......,.

powtdlls a number of advantages In comto IMng otr-campus. These advantages Include
11M:11M, community, a long Hat of 88NioH, and, most
...,ey, Independence from tedious chores and monthly or
charges.
cd1111011 misconception people have when comparing
halls and Greek Court to llvlng off-campus Is
nut racagnlzlng au of the hidden costs assodated with an
QI-campus apartment or house. Installation charges and
....,ly coats such as water, eleclricity, gas, lrilsh removal,
phone service and cabl8 televlslon are all out of the
Mllaftls control and therefore usually not included In the
. . .llld price for an off-campus rental property. The
advertlled In an off-campus lease generally includes
COil of lhe housing accommodations only, leaving the
.,_... of how much these hidden monthly charges will
. . ,.,... unanawered. Residence hall and Greek Court stu. , . don't have to worry about paying these hidden costs,
. . . _ they're already included In the room and board
GDftlnlct. In short, when It comes to living on campus - one
,..... does It all, aid more often than not, the total cost of
""' In lhe l'8llclence halls/Greek Court Is less expensive
fllln Mtg olf-campus.
~

,. •••tlld
... ,.._ioe

don't .... "'Y word for IL If you are planning on looking
Gkampua hqusi'lg use the cost comparison worksheet
tD 118 right of this letter and do the math for yourself.
waahelt contains an Itemized llst of costs associated
Mtg on and off-campus: Pay special attention to the
•lllllnl palnta a.tore using the wort<sheet.

POR HOUSING HUNTERS:

Economic Costa
MONllLY COST

Rent

AVERAGE MONTHLY COST

Food
AVERAGE MONTHLY COST

Water
AVERAGE MONTHLY COST

Electrlclty
AVERAGE MONTHLY COST

Gaa

MONTHLY COST

Trash
MONTHLY COST

Cable TV
MONTHLY 008T

Local Phor• Service
ONE-TIME COST

Wlllr Hook-lip Fee

ONE·TIME COST

only 9'ld In hunger. No one wants to live on rice and
for a year when they don't have to.
·

ONE-TIME 008T

Call . . local utility providers about mandatory monthty eervice charges and hook-up or connection fees.

ONE·TIME COST

/WI,. the owner of the property to give you the average
G08t of monthly utilities. If he/she Is unable to do so,
8lk the current residents what their lowest and highest
ullly blle went for each utllty. If you divide the sum
d . . IMet and most expensive bills by two for each
lrtdMdUal utlllty, you should be able to get a rough estiIMll of tw average monthly utlrty costs.

(/Isl Fnlnlc8
. . . ..., & promotions specia/lst

Included in Total Cost
Included ln Total Cost
Included in Total Cost
Included In Total Cost
Included in Total Cost
Included In Total Cost
Included in Total Cost
Included In Total Cost

x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=

x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=

NIA

NIA

x10=
x12=
x10=
x12=

Included In Total Cost
Included in Total Cost

9e honeet wllh yourself when it comes to the cost of
tJad. Budgeting yourself a paltry sum of money can

a..-.

Ra1ldenceHa11ea
Gawk Court

Gas Hook-Up Fee
.

cable.Hook-lJp Fee

Phone Hook-lJp Fee

Included in Total Cost
Included in Total Cost
Included 1n·Total Cost
(Sl!IS,L)

---

•
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heat includ d?
.

YounptDwn bu recmtly been remodeled
bas a aood locadon and is quiet, said Leslie
Pattenoa, property JIUUUl8B'".
On averaae, rent for two, ~ four or
bedl'oam apartments at Younptown is $.300
per student.
.
A on6bedroom apartment is about $.W) to
$400 a IDCllth, Pattenon said
Just two blocks away from F.astem is
LincoJnwood Apartments.
The apartment floor plan, spaciousness
and heat coats that are sometimes included
with the apartments are just a few sood
thin8S about Uncolnwood Apartments said
property manager Sharon Turner.
Lincolnwood also bas a swimming J.J90l,
sand volleyball and laundry facilities en the
property. 'lb rent out a two bedroom apartment, prices start at $275 per student.
Currently, the three bedroom apartments
are discounted at $22S for all students, a one
bedroom apartment is $.190 and a studio is
~.

wn Apartments bas 90 units.
-•otmAnts are either located en
Street or Cambridge Drive and
off of Ninth Street

Uncolnwood Apartments are located en
the comer of Ninth and F..dgar Streets,
which is right across the street from
Carman Hall.
Students who aren't sure who they want to .
room with or if they want to live off campus
might consider Brittany Ridge, since it
starts showing a majority of its apartments
at the beginning of aeccmd semester.
"I don't like pushing people riabt away,"
said property IJUID8let" Jim Wood
Ac.cording to Wood, the utility bills are
low, there are many aood floor plans, convenient locations and llOllle apartments rented out include cable TY.
~ positiws are the price, laqe apace.
elem, ckm to campus, and lots of parking,n
said Brittany Ridp resident Don Knuckey, a
junior bistmy major.
Generally, apartments rent from $200 to
$.150 a person. but it varies, Wood said

DAILY EASTERI IEWS PHOTO BY COLll MCAULIFFE

.... ~ ...... gnpNc .......... culll . . . . . . far ........... ......,

- - KOOJ911g11-lall9dmtDWOlldl19 .....

Lincolnwood Pinetree

Apartments
Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
2 &3 Bedrooms available for 2nd Semester
dvertise ·
the Den!
1-2816
siness

intrOUble?
advertise in the
Dentoclayl

581-2811

• Lots of space
• Swimming pool
•Volleyball court

Across from Carman Hall
345·6000.
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Patching
up
By Jessica Youngs
STAFF WRITER

Before students arrived on campus
for the school year, Eastem's
Information
Technology
Services (ITS) were preparing
the network for the rush of students expecting fast Internet
connections for their brandnew computers.
Tugether with network consultants Teng and Associates, ITS
started laying out a new fiber infrastructure and rewiring buildings.
But despite the improved technology, within days of the hectic move-in
rush students found they could not
even access the network, much less
use it to check e-mail, download
music or sign up for classes.
In a press release from Aug. 21,
Chat Chatterji, president of ITS said,
''The problem (was) unrelated to the
nationally publicized worm/virus as
well as the recent spate of spam."

The next day, Aug. 22, it was decided that the problems were in fact due
to a worm coming in ''via laptops,
newly arriving PC's and possibly
disks" causing "broadcast storms"
Chatterji said.
Eastem's ITS team cleared each
computer with "Operation Clean
Sweep" and by August 25, most buildings were back online.
The effects of the worm were felt
by everyone from students tying to
register for classes online to faculty
checking their e-mail.
Although Chatterji still notices
occasional local flooding within a
building or group of buildings, he said
the problem is taken care of.
This is just one example of how
Eastern's ITS has come through for
its students.
The most common complaint ITS
has received this year has been low
bandwidth or Internet speed.
''The Internet is too slow and it
messes up too much," Jennifer Harris
said.
Harris, a• freshman business management major, complained that the
network has even stopped working
while she was working on a major

project.
She said
this has happened "quite frequently."
Matt Kilanski, a senior graphic
design major, shares Harris' opinion.
"(The network) is slower than a
snail,'' he said.
Kilanski said he noticed the worst
time for doing reports is between S
and 7 p.m. because that is when the
Internet is the slowest.
Still, he said that he sees no point in
complaining about the slow connection because he thinks it's not going to
do any good.
Chatterji said at the moment one
can expect to find ITS members
working night and day to eliminate
the bottlenecks with the Internet connection.
''The main reason for low speeds
was the saturation of the network
from mostly illegal file and music
sharing," Chatterji said.
He said that this was taken care of
with a "packet shaper" which puts file
sharing at a very low priority.
Although nothing is ''blocked," students are finding ways to get around
the installed prevention measures.
"It's a constant cat-and-mouse

game,
unfortunately," Chatterji said.
ITS has also battled ongoing
''balun" troubles from last year.
"(These troubles are) a result of an
old network with temporary fixes
which sometimes cause more prob.
lems than they solve!" Chatterji said.
He said that "current fragility" of
the network is his greatest concern.
''This unstable condition will be
with us for a year, or until the infrastructure project is complete."
This year, ITS's main focus in technological improvements will be creating this new fiber infrastructure and
overhauling and replacing the building wiring for Category 6 high speed
network cabling he said.
"This is what the (students') $48
technology fee is going towards."
By Spring 2004, he said ITS hopes
to have completed the fiber ''backbone" and started on the building
wiring.

"By Summer, we will have bought
and installed a lot of the network electronic equipment which will be placed
around campus and connected to the
new infrastructure."
I
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Your panther card has
been missing in action for 48

hours, and you're beginning
to look jaundiced because of
your
nothing-but-Ramen
emergency diet. What are
your options?
Either mooch off a friend's
meal plan, or grab a friend
and go off-campus to spend
some money for real food.
Sophomore nursing major
Lauren Kenton has one place
in mind when she departs
from her meal plan: E .L .
Krackers.
""They have a wide variety
of food choices. Going to the
residence halls here at
Eastern has no variety. I
know that Krackers Will
satisfy my cravings of
homemade cooking and
allow me to go to a sitdown restaurant and
socialize with friends."
E.L Krackers was one
of the top three restaurants when surveying
some students here at
Eastern Illinois University.
Sabrina Strid, the general
manager there, said E.L
Krackers gets about 30 to 40
percent more business durJng the school year than during the summertime.
Many students come in
\vith their friends to escape
residence hall food or go on

some

dates there. It's also a common place for professors to
have meetings.
The quietest time of the

year for Krackers is in July,
whereas the months of
August through June deal
with a decent amount of

business.
Many students can
afford the food, though
prices are a little higher
than other restaurants
here in the Charleston
area. It offers a variety of
foods from burgers, pastas
and salads, to lobster,
shrimp and steaks.
This gives students
many options to choose
from.
Strid said, "We're very
student friendly and we
offer a wide variety. This
is a nice restaurant to get
away from (residence hall)
dorm food or even fast
food."
What's Cookin' is another sit-down restaurant
that students enjoy
going to, with a variety of foods as well.
Courtney Bales, a
shift
supervisor,
says the restaurant
is a lot busier during
the school yea;,
when
there
is
between a 30 percent
to 35 percent increase in
business.
She feels that students
enjoy eating at What's
Cookin' because of its long
breakfast hours, which
extend until 2 p.m. unlike
some of the competition.
Believe
it
or · not,
November through January
is slower because of the

change in season as she said.
October is their busiest
month due to parent's weekend and homecoming.
· Besides breakfast, they
serve different types of
sandwiches, salads and
more.
Their prices are also a little cheaper than nearby
restaurants, so it is more
affordable to students.
For a fast food alternative,
many students enjoy Jimmy
Johns, a gourmet sandwich
shop located between La
Bamba's
Mexican
Restaurant and The Mad
Hatter's Tea.
According to manager
Jerry Cole, Jimmy John's
business increases 100 percent during the school year,
even though winter months
are slow due to cold weather.
What makes Jimmy John's
convenient and affordable
for students is that delivery
is available for free, unlike
the few other places that
offer delivery.
Although the residence
halls offer a variety of foods
such as grilled cheese, tomato soup, chicken, hamburgers and hot dogs and delistyle sandwiches, it can
become monotonous when
eaten day after day.
Though it may cost you for
a cbange in food, it is definitely worth it to go out to eat
once in a while.
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Same Eastern students are divU/£d about living ...

On campus vs. Off campu
By Amee Bohrer
FEATURES EDITOR

At 10 p.m., senior graphic design major
Beth Kooyenga sits at her kitchen table, slicing cold potatoes. She maneuvers the knife
through them effortlessly, since nearly every
meal combination she makes for herself centers around potatoes. Or rice.
Kooyenga's mealtime ritual is not inspired
by a passion for potatoes, but rather a consequence of living off-campus in a housing complex on &1hur Street and being responsible
for purchasing and preparing all her own
meals.
''The only thing I can afford to buy is three
giant bags of potatoes," Kooyenga said.

She has a varied recipe repertoire centered
arowid the vegetables; but her favorite recipe
involves tacos which substitute potatoes for
the meat, a combination she calls "potacos."
Her daily meal regimen was not like this
when she was still living on-campus.
With the swipe of her panther c.ard, freshman Alyson Schroederer has a plethora of
food choices available to her, potatoes included.

However, if Schroederer wanted to make
the same meal as Kooyenga. the kitchen sink
is six floors down, in the basement
The closest thing to a kitchen sink on her
floor is the bathroom. While suitable for mi.
ing dishes, the bathroom is not the ideal place
for peeling and washing potatoes.
A resident of Lawson hall, .most of
Schroederer's meals are taken in at one of the
four campus dining centers where they
already prepared by dining service workers.
However, she usually eats dinner at 4:30
p.m.
"I try to eat when the food is'warm, because
if ifs cold you're better off eating ice cream,''
·
Schroederer said.
During her first semester she has learned
quickly that waiting to eat later means that
the food is not as hot as when it was first put
out, said Schroederer.
·
She ventures off-campus about four times
a week for her meals, but this is mostly on
weekends.
However, Schroederer is still a strict
coupon-clipper whenever possible when buying any food off-campus, or buying anything
for that matter.
For Kooyenga, shopping is much simpler.
'1 go shopping in my mom's kitchen,'' she
says. Mostly, she brings back a lot of rice.
However food is not the only thing that separates on and off-campus living.
Along with eating, every healthy student
also requires bathing at some point

"Living on campus is
horrible.,,
Beth

over 21 year of age, there are restri
what kind of alcohol stUdents are allo
possess. Only beer and wine are legal ·
residence halls for upperclass stud
living on campus."
age.
But the main reason Kooyenga mov
Alyson Sdm>edllrer, freshman elemenlaly education
major campus was because, "I'd rather liv~ ·
people I choose to live with."
She finds the :minimi7.ation of int
between the lives of on and off-campus stu- with students that off-campus living offi
dents is the physical buildings they live in be comforting. ''Living on campus is
and the difference between community and ble."
Schroederer d<>es not agree
quasi-isolation.
While living off campus offers more priva- Kooyenga's opinion and likes being
cy, it also lacks some of the.community of a many people all the time.
"I'm going to be living on campus next
residence hall floor.
On Schroederer's wall is a lavender 8" xll" I know a lot of people on my floor. I don't
piece of paper bearing her full name and it annoying, except when people are
room number printed in bold from a comput- noisy," or maybe when people take her
er and cluttered with scrawled handwritten dry out of the dryer before the cycle is
Even when she had left a note sa ·
messages all over the remaining space.
Ifs part of daily initiative in Lawson Hall, would be right back and not to remove ·
which features nine different such pieces of said some people are just too impatient
paper posted in the building every day.
their dirty lautldry to heed her request.
However, Kooyenga and Ceteris have
Other residents and building staff write
personal affirmations to the designated per- friends for five years, since Kooyenga•s
son on the paper commenting on what is lik- omore year and Cetera's freshman year.
able and unique about the person, said have the same major, same exact
except for one class and even the same
Schroederer.
On the door to her room is a picture of her of friends at home.
They have a set group of friends and
with roommate Fem Delima, also a freshman
elem~tary education major. Posed together
not focused oo meeting new ones but
in one of the showers (fully clothed!) graduation.
"We don't fight," Kooyenga says, w ·
Schroederer and Delima seem to have been
on the verge of a giggle fit when the photo- precisely why she relishes not having to
graph was snapped.
with living around so many strangers
Pictures taken of roommates together of a more.
similarly lighthearted nature can be found on
But for freshman, residence halls offi
the door of every other resident on the floor instant access to hundreds of new ·
and throughout the building because every and an easier transition to college life
resident assistant is responsible for making the majority are away from home for the
door decorations to welcome their residents time.
for the year.
At the end of the day, Kooyenga and
No handmade door decorations will be retire for the night "cor morning) to their
found ornamenting the door of Kooyenga and arate bedrooms. Clothes are strewn about
each has a separate set of furniture
Ceteris or any other doors in their complex.
However, such . residence hall perks as brought from home, along with a bed not
these are a sacrifice Kooyenga doesn't mind plied by the university.
making in exchange for living off-campus.
Schroederer climbs up the pr
The reason she left the residence halls in loft she ordered from the university for
the first place was to get away from the mass- which she admits makes her a little n
es of people and all the rules that come with because it shakes slightly when she a
.
the comforts of on-campus life. Not to men- it
tion gaining additional freedoms, since she is
She climbs into her extra long bed w ·
unmade, bequse if s just not pra ·
24 and Cetera is 23.
In their kitchen, empty .alcohol containers make a loft-bed every day, she said.
line the top shelves of the cabinets- someAlthough there are clearly vast con
thing one will never f'md in any residence between living on and off-campus,
hall.
one unifying factor for all students in
Even in Stevenson, the residence hall in this case: Kooyenga and Cetera dm't
specifically for upperclassmen and students their beds either.

"Next year I'm going to be

Kooyenga; senior graphic design major

For Schroederer, this involves padding
down the carpeted hall and around the comer
to the public bathroom she shares with the
rest of her floor.
Articles, quizzes and information are posted inside each painted, industrial stall.
Kooyenga and her roommate, senior graphic design major Kevin Cetera. share a small
bathroom crammed with styling products,
shampoos, towels and various personal decorations.
However, they don't have to compete with
dozens of others for showers every day.
There are several showers on Shroederer's
floor, but securing one before her 8 am. classes is often difficult, she said.
Kooyenga showers in the morning, but
Cetera prefers to take them at night, so competition for shower time is not really an issue
for them.
Cetera's reason for his opposite routine is
that he sleeps better knowing that his head
will hit his Blues Clues pillowcase freshly
shampooed.

'1'm weird about my bed being dirty,''
Cetera said
Another pet peeve of residence hall bathrooms she cites is that multiple toilets are
usually unflushed and often sanitary products
are not disposed of properly.
She finds the latter "disgusting."
Leftover ramen noodles may be dumped in
one of the sinks hapha7.ardly.
Yet, the floor residents are not the ones who
have to deal with clogged toilets and clean up
after other resident's messes-- although common courtesy is expected on each floor.
Each day Building Service Workers are
hard at work vacuuming, cleaning and scrubbing the bathrooms and hallways of each
floor so students don't have to.
Kooyenga and Cetera know that the hair is
not in just going to magically disappear from
the shower walls, and the toilets are not going
to clean themselves.
I.f the toilet or sink clogs, it won't be fixed
until they find time to alert their landlord and
point out the problem. Then there's the wait
for a plumber or maintenance man.
No BSWs will arrive to pick up the trash
either. If they don't take it out, it'll jilst stink.
Probably the most drastic contrast

RHA gives students living in residence halls a vofc
By Jessica Yomgs

WhatlsRHA?

STAFF WRITER

tudents often f'md themselves complaining about how much they
dislike their dorm room or how horrible it is to live in their residence hall.
Still, hardly any think to do anything about their situation other than
complain.
If they want to do something about their situation, they can bring concerns to Eastem's Residence Hall Association.
RHAs goal is to make students' lives as comfortable as possible said
Jenn Andersen, vice president for diversity and programming.
She explained that the association dreads the word 'dorm.'
''You don't live in a dorm. you sleep in a dorm,'' she said. ''We say residence halls because we want them to be a home away from home."
''RHA is the residents' voice in the residence halls;" said Marlc Hudson,
director of lwsing and dining. ''It is a representative group of our custDmers."

S

Hudson said students, such as
freshman business management
major Susie Eident, can bring
complaints about issues in their
halls to RHA.
Eident, a Pemberton Hall resident, said her main problem with
the hall is that there is not any air
conditioning.
Hudson said if she wanted to,
she could voice her complaint at a
Pemberton Hall Council meeting,
and then the council would kick
ideas around of what could be
done to correct the problem.
If the council decided to push an
idea forward, the association
would consider it and make a decision.

The residence hell association.
or AHA, Is dec:Nc:ated to .deal

with manners of mutull Interest
al ht "1811 lbet hall and to
coorctmale aMtiee Int act -

a madlatilig body to lbs CCUICiJa.

Andersen said the second way
the association works is as a governing body that makes Jaws for
all the halls on campus.
"The residence hall legislation is
"How much it'd cost and how to done through RHA," she said.
go about doing it are the main.
A recent example of bow the
things RHA would focus on," association works, as a Jaw-maleHudson said.
.ing body is the issue of smoking in
"F.ach hall has its own hall coun- residence halls.
cil, but RHA is the main hall coun"We didn't eliminate it comcil for all of the halls on campus," pletely because we wanted to do so
Andersen explained.
only if it was in the favor of all stuAndersen said RHA works on dents on campus," Andersen said
three levels.
Instead, it was decided to let
First, she said it provides a way each hall council make a decision
for students to get involved by on its own which RHA would supplan'ning programs or serving on port she said.
public relations committees.
Some halls completely got rid of
She said students have helped to smoking floors while others drasbring big names to campus, such tically r educed the number of
as hypnotist Fredrick Wmters.
floors students were allowed to
Winters preformed a show on smoke on.
students' first weekend at campus.
Lisa Schmidt, a freshman e1e-

mentary education major, said
she wished RHA hadn't made
some laws governing residence
halls.
"I don't like how we have to deal
with boys!" she said.
Schmidt, a Lincoln Hall resident, said boys have to be escorted to adjoining Stevenson Hall's
bathroom to simply wash their
hands or brush their teeth.
She called this rule "stupid" and
said it was a pain because she
lives in the furthest wing away
from Stevenson.
The last way RHA works is by
giving students a chance to be
leaders.
"In addition to doing things that
students enjoy, (members) also
grow in their own leadership abilities,'' Hudson said.
RHA members learn about leadership by attending conferences
each semester Andersen said
She said she has seen a lot of
excitement among members about
the conference second semester.
"If people realize that they have
a chance to plan their own entertainment and plan what they're
going to do, it's empowering," she
said.
.
Currently, the association is
working on evolving master renovation plans based on a comprehensive survey said Hudson.

"(The survey) provides ~
back on how to spend the
amount of money on the ri8bt
ect,'' he said. '1t shows w
going to meet the student's
the best."
Hudson's job as direct
housing and dining allows ·
work closely with the as ·
He works with RHA to
students to serve on the rev
bond committee and to set
and board rates he said.
Hudson said the associatiOQ,
works to provide social
ences for students with a ·
such as Campus Perk in
Hall and "Little Kids' Wee
during which students can
brothers and sisters to camp
"This year we are
·
institute a new tra ·
Andersen said. ''We want to
week sort of like Greek W
instead, it will be a Residence
Week."
She hopes the event will
place next February.
Andersen said she joined
because she loved being in
and she wanted to be in an
zation that she though
directly affect as many
possible.
"I wanted to touch peopl
by planning programs for
she said.

